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Message from the President
Alexa Samarotto

Dear Members, 

As this reaches you, I am hopeful that spring is in 
the air in your area and thoughts of longer days 
and a new season prevail. I would like to start by 
thanking, from the bottom of my heart, our Web-
master, Kerri Bryan, for the re-vamp of the ATCA 
website, which will work on phones, tablets, Apple 

products and other devices in addition to PC’s and will continue to be 
developed as time goes by. It is fresh and new and beautiful and will 
keep us ever more informed. The website also does not need a pass-
word for the members section. A cheer from those of us who always 
forget our passwords. Again, Kerrie has spent countless hours on this 
project, and a number of members who I will enumerate when I get 
the full list but you all have the Club’s debt of gratitude. 

Please note the list of the last ten years of Specialty Show Chairs listed 
in The Talkabout with the Board and Officer’s sincere thanks. We offer 
our thanks and hope that everyone seeing any of the former Specialty 
Show Chairs takes a moment to remind them that we appreciate all 
their hard work. I know that most of you do offer your thanks but I am 
sure those listed appreciate hearing appreciation again.

Please be on the lookout for the information packet and keep in mind 
that our next National Specialty is coming up in June, 2016, at Great 
Western. Save the dates now and start saving for our next national 
gathering. The festivities start on Wednesday, June 22, 2016 with the 
Board Meeting and later that day, Mentors’ Corner. We have, thanks to 
the Committee some really interesting events for Education Day. Our 
Annual Meeting is scheduled for the Friday night and the Banquet on 
Saturday night, making the evening all about the awards and fun. 

The most interesting development is the location of the Banquet. To 
take advantage of the singularly excellent Southern California setting 
and weather, the dinner is planned for the show site on Saturday night. 
The Specialty will be on Sunday as the capper to the weekend and in 
addition, we have the Futurity and not one, but two Sweepstakes.

For those who are interested in the Mentor’s Corner and believe you 
qualify and are ready, please read the guidelines thoroughly to apply. 
Please be aware that this is a very serious responsibility and knowledge 
and talent counts over all. These factors all count and are paramount in 
deciding that you want to guide the future judges of our breed as well 
as educating our newer members. 

As many of you know, the work of the Club is advanced by the orga-
nizational structure of the various Committees charged with specific re-
sponsibilities and tasks to complete their goals which assist the mission 
of the Club. 

This message I want to focus on the Club Historian, Carol Sazama, who 
is indicating that a future new appointee is in order. Our thanks go out 
to her for all of her work on this and many other club efforts and this 
club would be where it is today without her efforts.

As you will see I am once again asking to hear from anyone who wants 
to volunteer or learn more about volunteer opportunities for the Club 
in general. I will try to continue this discussion as so many Committees 
would love to have your assistance; please let me know what you want 
to hear.  Our Club needs the input and assistance of all of our members 
to make it the viable and vibrant organization that it should be and I 
know you, our dedicated and passionate fanciers of our breed, are out 
there ready to help. 
 
My best wishes to all and please feel free to contact me and/or com-
ment on anything and everything.
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THE ATCA BOARD WOULD LIKE TO ISSUE 
A SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL THE CHAIRS AND THEIR COMMITTEES 

WHO PROVIDED OUR CLUB WITH GREAT SPECIALTIES
OVER THE LAST TEN YEARS (AS WELL AS FAR BEYOND!)

Ida Ellen Weinstock 
Steve Diuble
Sandra Weigle
Sue Bachman 
Grace Cartwright
Ann Roache
Ida Ellen Weinstock
Julie Seaton
Kreg Hill and Bill Christensen
Kerrie Bryan and Carol Sazama
Marilyn Harban

2005    Montgomery County, Pennsylvania            
2006    Kalamazoo, Michigan                   
2007    Chattanooga, Tennessee 
2008    Sacramento, California   
2009    Hampton, Virginia   
2010    Rapid City, South Dakota
2011    Montgomery County, Pennsylvania 
2012    Gray Summit, Missouri   
2013    Palm Springs, California      
2014    Longmont, Colorado          
2015    Chattanooga, Tennessee         



Corresponding & Recording Secretary Reports 
Corresponding Secretary’s Report 

Julie Seaton 
First Quarter 2016

•	 Received an e-mail from a lady who found what she thought was 
an Australian Terrier. Referred her to Australian Terrier Rescue. 

•	 Received email from AB club about offering Judges Education 
Seminar including Australian Terriers. Forwarded to Judges 
Education. 

•	 Received invitation to attend the Penn Vet Canine Breeder 
Excellence Seminar in April 2016. Forwarded to Webmaster to 
distribute to members via email.

Recording Secretary’s Report 
Sherrill Yates 

 First Quarter 2016

2016/2017 Board
BOARD MEMBERS RETURNING (2015-2016)
President:            
Vice President:            
Recording Secretary:       
Treasurer:            
Board Members:       
   

    
NEW BOARD MEMBERS ELECTED (2016-2017)
AKC Delegate:              
Corresponding Secretary:    
Board Members:   

ATCA Board of Directors’ activities since last Talkabout Report:  
•	 Board Approved:  ATCA AKC Delegate, Bill Christensen, requested 

the Board’s input regarding the AKC Bylaws changes up for vote 
at the December 11, 2015 Delegate Meeting.    The Board took 
a poll and submitted their recommendations.  For results of the 
AKC votes, see Bill’s December AKC Delegate Report.  

•	 Board Approved:  Adding Dock Diving and Barn Hunt to the ATCA 
Versatility Awards.  

•	 Board Approved:  Jeanne Popovits and Kerrie Bryan as Board 
AusTTrust Trustees; and Marilyn Harban to fill the Member-At-
Large AusTTrust Trustee position vacated by Jeanne Popovits so 
she could serve as one of the Trustees for the Board.   

•	 Board Approved:  A request from Kreg Hill to use the ATCA 
License to Sponsor an Australian Terrier Obedience and Rally Trial 
on January 5, 2017 in conjunction with the Desert Empire Terrier 
Club of Southern California as part of the New Year’s Cluster with 
the Palm Springs Shows.  By adding this day, it will give those 
entering a four day opportunity to participate in Obedience and 
Rally Trials at this Cluster.  

•	 Board Approved:  The 2016 National Specialty Committee’s 
request for use of funds from AusTTrust to pay for their Education 
Day Speaker.  The request now goes to the AusTTrust Trustees.   

•	           

New Member:  
David Burnham
30 Atlantic Avenue
Cohasset, Massachusetts  02025
Home 781-383-1339
Work 617-350-6100

Membership Roster Update:  
Name change:  Grace M. Cartwright to Grace M. Massey
Grace and Bruce are getting married Feb. 29th.  
Congratulations you two!    

Committee Reports:  
The 2015 Year-End Reports are presented below:

AKC Gazette Breed Column Committee – Grace Cartwright 
Articles sent to AKC Gazette during 2015 were:

February 2015 - Addison’s Disease- Early Recognition is Critical!
By guest columnists- Caren Holtby and Sherrill Yates

May 2015 - Gallipoli Dog, a book review
By guest columnists –Kerrie Bryan and Carol Sazama

Aug 2015 - More Aussies Needed to Participate in Health Survey
Coauthor – Teresa Schreeder, Health committee chairman

Nov 2015 - Show Site Physical Address Needed for GPS

All articles have been sent to:  Darlene Evans, Archive Committee 
Chairman, to be kept in the electronic archives Kerrie Bryan, Web Mas-
ter, to be published on the web, and Julie Seaton, Talkabout Editor, to 
be published in the Talkabout.  

I have served as Gazette columnist since November 2007 and am al-
ways looking for new material to write about.  This year I was pleased 
to have guest authors for three of the four articles written.  If anyone 
has any ideas for an article or would like to serve as guest columnist, 
please let me know!

Archive and Preservation and Database Committee  
– Sue Bachman and Darlene Evans
Received the following to be scanned and uploaded:  
1. Recording Secretary’s reports
2. Historical ROM
3. Awards – receive them quarterly from S. Saulvester
4. Talkabout 
5. Calendar Photos
6. Gazette Articles
In addition – to be gathered or already have:
1. Old issues of the Terrier Type 
2. Old issues of the AKC Gazette
3. Would like to receive all old photos so we have a history of the 
breed.

Storage conditions:  All records are stored on my main computer 
system, on a separate computer system dedicated to the archives and 
stored on an outside service called carbonite.     
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AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award – Alexa Samarotto
For 2015, a Call for Nominations for this Award together with the AKC’s 
qualifications for Outstanding Sportsmanship and the ATCA’s initial 
procedures were published as required in the Talkabout. In addition, 
an email was sent by the Club to all members soliciting nominees 
for this award. The nominees received from the membership were 
announced at the Annual Meeting and Banquet and, for the first time, 
the members present were asked to vote on the winner. The winner 
for 2015, announced at that ATCA Annual Banquet was Jane Tenor.  
The AKC has left the structure of the program up to each individual 
club to decide its own process and criteria. 

•	 Nominees must have abided by the AKC Sportsman Code of Eth-
ics in all cases.

•	 A call for nominations should appear in at least two issues of the 
Talkabout.

•	 Nominations will be received from any member in good standing 
of the ATCA and AKC and can be received for any member in 
good standing of the ATCA and AKC.

•	 Nominations will be received in writing. Nominators are encour-
aged to write a brief blurb on why they feel their nominee should 
win.

•	 The ATCA members will vote for the winner by anonymous ballot. 
Each member will vote for one candidate to determine the win-
ner.

Nominations for the award should be forwarded to me at Samabe-
laus@aol.com or send me the nomination by mail.
 
Aussie Store – Susan Saulvester, Storekeeper
The profits from the Aussie Store have decreased over the past several 
years.  When the Store first began many years ago it distributed breed 
and Club information at a time when there was not much breed spe-
cific merchandise or information available.  Since that time, the arrival 
of Amazon.com, eBay, Café’ Press and many private merchants selling 
Aussie related products on line has impacted our Store.  The majority 
of our sales are to the pet owners. Over the years the Store has had to 
compete with on line merchants while having only a modest budget 
for inventory.

I would appreciate some feedback from the Board on how best to 
keep our small advantage of offering breed information and products 
that only ATCA has access to, and how to offer new products or drop 
and ship items that will help our inventory and sales.  I encourage you 
go to the web sites for other Terrier group clubs and see what their 
store is offering.

Most sales continue to come via Pay Pal, including most of the 2016 
calendar sales.

No immediate budget requirements are anticipated for 2016 pending 
addition of new products.

Historian Committee – Carol Sazama
The Historian responded to any questions and worked on the revision 
of the History section on the updated ATCA website.

Work remains to be done in getting appropriate files to the AKC for 
permanent storage.  The work was begun in 2015 and this remains an 
unfinished project going into 2016.  My thanks to Sue Bachman and 
Darlene Evans for assisting in this project.

Awards Committee – Barb Curtis, Thalia Rott, Susan Saulvester
At the 2015 annual banquet there were 4 new Versatility Awards that 
were presented and one Versatility Excellent Award.  Several members 
added new title bars to their existing Club plaques and several more 
acquired first time plaques and titles bars.  There were recipients for all 
three levels of the Henderson Obedience Awards for titles completed 
during 2014.

Although Barnhunt and Dock Diving are not AKC sponsored events, 
under a new AKC Title Recognition   Program, AKC now recognizes 
Barnhunt and Dock Diving events and will list those titles after a dogs’ 
name after the required paperwork has been submitted  to AKC.  The 
ATCA Board approved the addition of these two new events to our 
Versatility Guidelines in December 2015.

Versatility Awards are not limited by calendar year and members are 
encouraged to apply at any time that their dogs meet the require-
ments.  The actual award is an individual plaque.

The awards year ending in 2015 gave this breed four more “Breed 
Firsts” in performance and companion areas.

Eileen Wittfelt and Wissmiss August Moon Rose BN RA THDD CGC 
became our breed’s first AKC Distinguished Therapy Dog title holder.  
This title represents 400 days of therapy dog visits under the auspices 
of an approved Therapy Dog organization.

Heather Rife and GCH Merrigangs Wild N Crazy Guy CD RN MX MXJ 
ME EE6 continue to blaze new go to ground recognition for the breed 
having completed their Endurance Earthdog 5 and 6 during 2015.  
Each of these titles requires 5 double Q qualifying scores in Open and 
Master Earthdog at the same event.  With an EE6 Reggie has done this 
30 times at 30 different trials.

AKC under their Title Recognition program awarded GCH Araluen’s 
Catch Sunbeam RATN, DJ our breed’s first Dock Diving Junior Aussie 
title.  He is owned and trained by Angie Bly.

Also under the AKC new Title Recognition Program another of Angie 
Bly’s dogs CH Tatong’s Captain Kaos RATS became our first AKC Barn-
hunt Rat Senior titled dog.

There have been members who have already applied for Versatility 
Awards and title bars for presentation at the 2016 specialty and also 
applicants for the Henderson Obedience Awards. There are also three 
members who are almost  “there” and the Committee is encouraging 
each of them to continue on and acquire the needed additional  title 
needed for the VA.

Information on all of the Club awards was sent by email to all mem-
bers at the start of 2016.  The Committee thanks Julie for this sugges-
tion and to Kerrie for making it happen.

Cost of 2015 Awards was approximately $180.
Budget for 2016 - $14 per plaque as needed
The Henderson Obedience Awards are privately funded.

Member’s Education – Ann Roache 
– No Report
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Calendar Committee – Grace Cartwright
The creation of this calendar has been a team effort. I would first like 
to acknowledge all the participants in the cover contest. There were 
many excellent photos submitted. There was a team of 7 people, to 
remain anonymous, who blindly ranked all the entries. Cover, runner-
ups and honorable mentions were chosen based on the total of all the 
rankings. The choices would have been impossible if I had not had the 
help of these 7 Australian Terrier lovers. 

The second group of people I would like to acknowledge are the 12 
that each sponsored a page of the calendar. The submitted photos 
were excellent! I am extremely pleased with the diversity captured this 
year! We have young and old Aussies, some looking pretty and others 
showing some of the activities our member’s enjoy with their Aussies. 
Special thanks to Julie Seaton, Susan Jacobsen, Darlene Evans, and 
Norma Rowley for the work they did to get their pages “camera ready”. 
I would also like to thank Darlene Evans for her work setting up the 
calendar grid pages, and Bruce Massey and Lori Gutzwiller for their 
help and input on the layout of the calendar. I would also like to thank 
Susan Saulvester for her help keeping track of the PayPal payments 
and with shipping.

Last, but not least, I have to give credit to each and every one of those 
who have purchased this calendar and supported the Australian Ter-
rier Club of America! The ATCA is to promote and protect the breed 
and what better way than with a calendar full of beautiful pictures. We 
have sold 186 calendars for a total income of $3531.50! A reduction 
of printing costs by using a Virginia printing company and savings in 
shipping costs by mailing all the calendars from my home kept the 
expenses down to a total of only $1289.30. This allowed us to realize a 
profit of $2242.20!!!

I am now accepting photos (through July 31st 2016) for the 2017 Cal-
endar Cover Contest. Seven photos have already been received! I have 
also already had 8 ATCA members request to sponsor a page in the 
2017 calendar and have received a superior photo from one of them. 
This is an exciting start for next year’s calendar.
 
National Specialty Planning – Ida Ellen Weinstock 
I resigned as Specialty Coordinator several months ago, but since I 
haven’t heard that I have been replaced, I will make this report.
I have found of late that dealing with the Board must be somewhat 
like trying to accomplish anything in the Federal Government is like 
these days.  In January, 2015, I submitted along with my report the 
only offer I had for a 2018 Specialty.  Nothing was done then, and 
nothing was done by the Board at the 2015 Board meeting.  The list of 
judges for 2018 was selected by the members.

I would take to this opportunity to personally thank Marilyn Harban, 
Sandra Weigle, Kerrie Bryan and Carol Sazama; people who put on 
Specialties in the past and did so only at my request.  I would also like 
to thank Darlene Evans who has been an unsung worker for many 
Specialties.  Another show that comes to mind as special was South 
Dakota.  And I am pleased that we are finally having another Specialty 
at Great Western.  The first was in the seventies.

Jane Tenor was on my committee and to her fell the task of hiring 
the judges.  She did so and was successful in hiring the number one 
choice each time. 

We have been to many wonderful places since the Board created 
the Specialty Coordinator position and put together a very workable 
outline of what that position entailed and where the specialties were 
to go. If the new Coordinator is interested, I will forward to him/her an 
updated offer for 2018.

Health Committee – Teresa Schreeder, Chair
In the last year, the Health Committee has been bringing Health issues 
and concerns to the forefront of the membership’s awareness includ-
ing the following:

Completed Projects:
The Health Survey will be up and online until March 2016.  
•	 If you are on Breeder Referral, you will need to send your email at 

the end of the survey to get credit for the survey
•	 All dogs in the household should be included
•	 To-date we have 244 responses to the health survey
Successful OFA eye clinic held with the Chattooga National Specialty a 
total of 43 dogs were tested.  
•	 Establish CHIC Guidelines:  
 1) Patella luxation every 3 years,
 2)  CERF/OFA every 2 years,
 3) Thyroid test every 3 years
Health will work with Breeder Referral to implement these guidelines
 
The Canine Health Conference in St Louis was attended by ATCA 
member Dr. William Christensen; he supplied the article for the Talk-
about.  

Participation in the Aussie Trust in conjunction with Education 
CHIC published quarterly $80 rebate was started for the first 100 dogs 
that started/updated prior CHIC tests after 2010, 81 dogs have quali-
fied for the rebate.  

Newsletter updates published quarterly of the Longevity and Health 
Incident Reports and CHIC report as well as health related articles 
Study01312 Association mapping study of Legg-Calve-Perthes Dis-
ease is ongoing.  

Study 01759 Disrupting the Differentiation of Cancer Stem Cells to 
Prevent the Spread of Hemangiosarcoma ended 12/31/15.  Conclu-
sions are pending.   

2016 Health Committee Goals:
•	 Develop a plan for fundraising for Australian Terrier Health and 

Trust   regarding Hemangiosarcoma especially with recent new 
finding

•	 Encourage all members and non-members to support health 
thru online survey, blood samples or CHIC

•	 Continue to answer Health questions within the committee’s 
scope of knowledge from Website

Legislative Liaison – Kerrie Bryan
The Legislative Committee has the mission of informing members of 
current legislation that may affect dog owners and advise them of 
action that may be taken.
1. The Legislative Link on the ATCA web site is updated monthly.  

2. Copies of TAKING COMMAND are sent to ATCA members via 
email. 

3. Year-end summaries of AKC Legislative actions are sent to mem-
bers via email. 

4. The Legislative Liaison coordinates any response to Legislation 
by the ATCA Board.
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Judges’ Education Committee – Jane Tenor
In 2015 the JEC committee recognized the need for additional mem-
bers and Sue Bachman and Kerrie Bryan were added to the commit-
tee.  The JEC committee members are Jane Tenor (chair), Sue Bach-
man, Kerrie Bryan, Carol Sazama and Ida Ellen Weinstock.

ATCA Sanctioned Breed Seminar:  In 2015 I had spoken to AKC’s judg-
ing department and was told that as we had a small number of judges 
expected (5-6), it would helpful for the judges to have the opportunity 
of a hands on workshop.  In discussing the timeframe we had avail-
able AKC thought we had enough time in the schedule to do both the 
breed seminar and the workshop (need minimum of 60 minutes for 
workshop). 

The JEC committee decided to offer both a sanctioned ATCA Breed 
Seminar and Workshop in conjunction with the 2015 National Spe-
cialty in Chattanooga, TN on September 9, 2015 from 3:30-5:00PM.  
Sue Bachman was the presenter assisted by Kerrie Bryan and Carol 
Sazama.

AKC put the word out to judges and Kerrie Bryan sent the info to all 
the judges in the Chattanooga, TN specialty area. The Breed seminar 
was scheduled and held following the Mentor’s Corner Workshop. 
There were five attendees for the seminar: Terry Berrios, Thomas 
Kirstein, Sharon C. Smith, Warren Quinn and Randy Weckman. The 
presenter for seminar was Sue Bachman with Kerrie Bryan and Carol 
Sazama assisting.  All participants were given a folder that included a 
DVD of the ATCA breed power point, letters to judges, the measure-
ments from the education committee and the article Judging the 
Australian Terrier by Jane Tenor & Ida Ellen Weinstock © 2012.  Kerrie 
Bryan assembled the folders and made the DVDs for the JEC.
 
The ATCA Power Point was presented, followed by the hands on work-
shop portion that requires judges to evaluate a class of dogs in a ring 
situation.  The proper way to examine an Aussie was covered in the 
hands on. Handlers are needed for each dog and a class consisting of 
5-6 dogs with 6 recommended.  Ideally AKC would like a class of dogs 
and bitches, but recognize this isn’t always possible.  All dogs must be 
over 6 months of age. 

Dogs enter the ring with handlers having alphabetical armband num-
bers and the judges examine them on the table and while moving.  
They then place the dogs with a written explanation as to why they 
placed them as they had.  Judges then had an opportunity to discuss 
their choices.  What AKC and JEC are looking for is if they are judging 
on the significant points of the standard.  The evaluation placement 
sheets and all other AKC required documentation, the presenter, Sue 
Bachman sent on to AKC.  

Mentor’s Corner:  The mentor’s corner was held on Wednesday, Sept. 
9 from 1-3PM.

Four mentors did presentations on parts of the standard to fulfill the 
presenter requirement:  Pete Schreeder, Jeanne Popovits, Kerrie Bryan 
and Eve Steele. 

Ringside Observation:  8 Judges participated in ringside observation 
on September11, 2015 at the National Specialty:  Valerie Dombrowski, 
Nancy Smith Hafner, Michael Koss, Terry Berrios, Sharon C. Smith, 
Thomas Kirstein, Randy Weckman and Warren Quinn.  The mentors 
for ringside observation were:  Sue Bachman, Jane Tenor, Ida Ellen 
Weinstock, and Eve Steele.

JEC would like to thank all the ATCA members who provided handling 
and dogs for the mentor’s corner, breed seminar and workshop.  Dogs 
were provided for examples of coat color and there was an opportu-
nity for discussion of color.

Videographer:  Due to the change of venue and location of the 2016 
National this will be taken up for 2017. 

Mentor’s Corner 2016: JEC discussed with Pete Schreeder (the 
2016 education day chair) at the 2015 National combining mentors 
corner with the education day program offering the opportunity for 
members & mentors to observe and have hands on experience.  The 
education day will be combined with mentors corner for 2016 with 
the focus on movement and hands on opportunities.  Members will 
be asked to provide dogs once the schedule is finalized.  Focus will be 
on evaluating on positive points-what does the standard say.

Mentor/Presenter Materials 2016:  I had the opportunity in Septem-
ber to discuss with Pat Hastings the program the Doberman club has 
for mentors.  She has offered to assist me with doing the same for our 
club if we decide to move forward with it.  Their mentor’s program is 
such that it can be used on a tablet or smart phone.  It allows a men-
tor to select a photo of their choice from the program for instance 
temperament-what embodies that look and then have a choice of 
photos to choose from-we all have preferences-all are correct-mentor 
can select from choices and then discuss.  This is helpful when sitting 
ringside and a mentor might want to expand on what is present or 
the person being mentored asks a specific questions and the mentor 
can show examples.  A phone or tablet is ready at hand. When I asked 
Pat if the obtaining the photos was the hardest part she said yes, it 
took a long time, but they were able to get them from members.  This 
mentors program would allow for more visual examples in a digital 
format. I just wanted to update the board on future materials to be 
developed.

ATCA Presenter Status:  The JEC has approved four mentors having 
completed the necessary requirements for presenter status: Kerrie 
Bryan, Jeanne Popovits, Pete Schreeder and Eve Steele.  JEC is recom-
mending Kerrie Bryan, Jeanne Popovitz, Pete Schreeder and Eve 
Steele for board approved presenter status.

ATCA Mentor Status:  The JEC has approved Bill Christensen for 
mentor status.  JEC is recommending Bill for board approved mentor 
status.

Correspondence:  A thank you note for the breed seminar, workshop 
and ringside mentoring at the National was received from Randy 
Weckman.  He also mentioned he attended the Mentors Corner and 
had enjoyed it and thought it was a good program.

Performance – Celeste Platte
The three clubs forming the cluster leading up to the National Spe-
cialty will be offering performance events (obedience and rally) all 
three days.  These clubs are:  Kennel Club of Beverly Hills, Long Beach, 
CA, June 24, 

Long Beach Kennel Club, June 25 and ATCA National Specialty with 
Great Western Terrier Assoc., June 26th.  I have been told by the 
Specialty Chair that the clubs offering the performance events will be 
paying all expenses.  

I am researching if there are any performance prizes left over from the 
Chattanooga, TN specialty.  When that is determined, I will begin to 
acquire prizes for the classes.  I would also like to provide a small prize 
for all Australian Terriers entered in performance classes as they did in 
Longmont, CO.  That will depend on finances available.
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Public Education/Breed Referral – Sandra Weigle
As you know, our Breeder Referral Directory online lists available pup-
pies and dogs and expected litters. It is a service to the public who are 
mainly looking for a pet. It has served both the public and our breed-
ers well and will continue to do so.

Our Breeders are encouraged to participate in CHIC and their partici-
pation is designated by the CHIC symbol next to the breeder’s listing 
on the website.  It is disappointing that our breeder CHIC participation 
is not 100%.  At the annual Board Meeting in Chattanooga, the Board 
voted to update the CHIC Guidelines for recertification. 

 The new CHIC Guidelines are as follows:  
1. Patella luxation – every 3 years
2. OFA eye (formerly CERF) – every 2 years
3. OFA Thyroid panel – every 3 years

Our Facebook page continues to reach many annually.  It is a great 
way to reach the public and drive them to our website. I would like to 
see a larger budget for FB promotion.  It only costs a few cents each to 
reach thousands of people.

Meet The Breed continues to be our main Public Education outreach.  
ATCA participated in Meet the Breeds for one day at Westminster 
Kennel Club agility trials.  Our Meet the Breed booth at Eukanuba was 
a great success.  We also had a MTB booth at the Sand & Sea show in 
California.   
 
Supported Entry, Awards of Merit & Mae Roo Trophies 
 – Alexa Samarotto
The ATCA Supported Entry Trophy Committee has the responsibility 
of keeping and sending the ATCA Supported Entry Trophies to the 
Liaison for each supported entry approved by the Board throughout 
the year, in a timely fashion. Currently, we have Club logo decorated 
coasters to be awarded to the Winners Dog and Winners Bitch, and 
highest-scoring Aussie in Obedience at each supported entry and 
Club logo decorated key chains for Rally. For the Supported Entries 
on the same weekend as our national, we have larger trophies for the 
Winners Dog and Winners Bitch, and highest-scoring Aussie in Obedi-
ence which are Club logo decorated Bread Trays currently. These were 
well received in Chattanooga and will be re-ordered as needed. The 
coasters and key chains are cheaper to ship and easier for the liaison 
on site to transport and both can be re-ordered for the future.

There are sufficient Mae Roo Trophies for quite a few years.

We have located a source of Award of Merit trophies which are a very 
nice but cheaper duplicate of what we had and more can be ordered 
and we have also used both the paw print and Club logo key chains 
this year.

Trophies were supplied for Palm Springs, NCTA, Rio Grande, Great 
Western, the Colorado shows, and Montgomery Co. in 2015.
Trophies were mailed using Priority Mail boxes in the appropriate size 
box, which is the safest and most economical for this type of pack-
age. Estimated postage costs are less than $100 which has not been 
requested for reimbursement as the costs have been absorbed.

Talkabout – Julie Seaton
We currently have 482 subscriptions to the Talkabout as of 12-31-
2015, an increase of 57 from 2014

Judges – 203 - 199 in 2014
Members – 161 – 168 on 2014
New Owners Promo – 50 – 42 in 2014
Newsletter online Non-Members – 12 – 16 in 2014
Hardcopies (including members and non-members) – 56 – 32 in 2014

With the advent of letting anyone subscribe and purchase the hard-
copy, our circulation has increased by 57% from last year. An email has 
gone out to subscribers (non-members) asking them what they would 
like to see this year in the magazine.

Covers are sold through the end of the year, the back cover is slow to 
be recognized as are the ads, but some people have expressed inter-
est for this year.

Our total income for last year was $3,139.00
Total Expenses for last year were $2,720.92

That is a profit of $418.08 that will be used for more colored pages in 
the upcoming issues. The goal has been to make sure the magazine 
pays for itself and that goal has been accomplished.

Webmaster – Kerrie Bryan
Website: The revamped website that will run on phones, tablets as 
well as PCs and Apple, will be up and running by the end of February 
2016.  This web site has been reconstructed from scratch on Dream-
weaver.

Member Notices: Notices to members were sent on a frequent and 
timely basis to all members by email.

Mass mailings were sent to individual members to safeguard mem-
bers’ privacy.

Facebook is administered by Sandra Weigle and she will report this in 
her Public Education Report.

Of most interest in the raw stastitics is that Breeder Referral had 
almost three times the number of hits in 2014 (10,767) of any other 
page except the Puppies page (5,310) and the Home page (5,660).    
     
Register of Merit Coordinators – Mike & Kendall Liga
The 2015 ROM report can be found on the website.  There are two 
dogs that have not received award certificates and should receive the 
certificate at the 2016 National.  They are:  GCH Roachan’s Live & Let 
Fly at Redsky and BISS Bronze GCH Redsky Flyboy Wellington, RN.  

We will again take applications up to 3 weeks prior to the National 
Specialty and will have an email sent out like last year letting mem-
bers know that they will get a certificate but will not be on the ROM 
report until next year.
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C                                             CANINE HEALTH INFORMATION CENTER 
    
PARENT CLUB REPORTING: AUSTRALIAN TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA   
CHIC NUMBERS ISSUED OR UPDATED: Q4 2015    
     

Animal                                                                                      Date           New / Update    CHIC #               Reg #                                      Owner
Dreamtime’s Latin Lover
Redhawk Back To The Future
Marble Arch Dancing In The Moonlight
Temora Say It With Bacon
Temora Almost Famous
Temora American Maid
Ryba’s Razmataz & All That Jazz
Shastakin Killara Larrikin Reduproar
Blue Moon Boston Pops
Blue Moon Merry Poppins
Ryba’s Diamond In The Rough
Dunham Lake Little Miss Sunshine

10/09/2015
10/22/2015
10/09/2015
10/29/2015
10/01/2015
10/01/2015
10/09/2015
10/22/2015
10/29/2015
11/05/2015
11/25/2015
11/25/2015

UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

89055
92243
97165
97630
97631
99303
102283
108881
109066
109199
109615
109616

RN16332802
RN22600803
RN23353105
RN25352101
RN25352102
RN24339702
RN24285308
RN19928102
RN25870801
RN25870802
RN27461001
RN25241402

Rita Farmer & Marilyn Harban
Angie Cross Bly
Rita Farmer
Julie M. Seaton
Julie M. Seaton
Julie Seaton & Zane Smith
Barbel Post
A & F Mcgroarty & Esther C. Krom
Jeanne Popovits
Jeanne Popovits
S. Bachman T. Schreeder D. Fenton
R & N Kimble L & T & E Goiffon

Health Updates - Teresa Schreeder, Health Committee
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HEALTH INCIDENT REPORT
CA 11yo male ring worm
CA 13 yo female kidney issues 
NY age unknown Diabetic male 
PA 7yo male newly diagnose with low thyroid
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REPORT OF THE AKC DELEGATE
10-11 December 2016

Orlando, Florida
William I. Christensen, MD, MPH, Delegate

Canine Health Committee
It was announced that Dr. Jerry Klein, an AKC breeder of afghan 
hounds, a judge and a Chicago ER veterinarian had been selected 
as Chief Veterinary Officer for the AKC.  He attended several of the 
delegate events and projected great enthusiasm for the possibilities 
of this new position.  Some of the delegates expressed a regret that in 
his new position he would not be judging as much, a sentiment with 
which I agree.   Also announced was the appointment of Dr. Diane 
Brown, who is a veterinary pathologist and hematology researcher, 
to the position of Chief Scientific Officer of the Canine Health Foun-
dation.   She announced a new procedure, which she called MOU 
(Memorandum of Understanding) by which the CHF would assist 
parent clubs identify appropriate research scientists and funding for 
particular areas of concern to them.  This might be an appropriate 
mechanism for the ATCA, through its Health Committee, to identify 
and bring forward disease interests pertinent to our breed but not 
represented in the CHF portfolio of current research.   The advantages 
of working with the CHF rather than independently trying to find an 
investigator is that CHF can validate the quality of the work proposed 
and limit the administrative fees and indirect costs which might oth-
erwise consume a large portion of the funds donated.   If such a topic 
could be identified, it might be a rallying point for fund raising by the 
Australian Terrier Trust.

A new canine influenza vaccine is now available, which is more com-
prehensive in its coverage.

CHIC now includes 175 breeds with 103,755 dogs have CHIC numbers.   
CHIC now maintains, through its association with the University of 
Missouri, the largest bio-repository of canine DNA, comprising 22,000 
samples.  Many parent clubs have used national specialties to collect 
blood specimens on dogs participating; a suggested procedure for 
collecting blood at national specialties is available on the CHIC web-
site.  The owners of donor dogs are asked to submit subsequent health 
information to CHIC, especially pathology reports in cases of tumors, 
so that banked samples can be appropriately selected for future 
research projects.

The fourth Purina Parent Club Health Conference held in August 2015 
was recognized as a great success.  26 veterinary students from 17 
different schools were given full scholarships to attend.  Each student 
must give a report about the conference upon returning to his/her 
school.  Students from every veterinary school except Texas A & M 
have attended at least one of these conferences, which are believed 
to be helpful in countering the influence of animal rights advocates, 
strong at many schools.

Working with the Theriogenology Society, the AKC/CHF has con-
tributed $400,000 towards expanding from three to four veterinary 
schools the number which offer residencies in the area of small animal 
reproduction.

Peter Pius, the delegate for the American Rottweiler Club, once again 
requested that parent clubs submit their “health statements.”   News 
to most delegates was that these are to be used for two purposes: 1) 
posting on the AKC breed web page as a guide for what a potential 
puppy buyer should look for in terms of the health issues associated

with a particular breed, leading to questions from puppy sellers as 
to what health screening had been done; 2) guidance for non-fancy 
breeders under the Bred with Heart program as to what health screen-
ing was to be done in order to comply with the parent club recom-
mendations for that breed.   In order to be accepted by the AKC, in the 
person of Mark Dunn, this “health statement” will be pre-screened by 
Peter in order the insure that: 1) the letter is written on club letter-
head, 2) it states that the “health statement” has been approved by 
the board of the parent club, and 3) that it has been signed by a club 
officer who can be contacted by Peter or Mark Dunn if they have any 
questions.  The content of the “health statement” will not be subject 
to review and is left entirely to the discretion of the parent club.  Ap-
proved statements have been received from 90 of the 160 parent 
clubs, not including, thus far, the Australian Terrier Club of America.

Peter also has been working on the Parent Club Rescue e-list.  102 
breeds have been recognized as participating, some linked to several 
rescue organizations, 28 have submitted the names of the rescue 
organizations which they recognize for that particular breed, and 44 
breeds have not responded at all.  It will be proposed by the Parent 
Club Committee that rescue groups affiliated or officially recognized 
by the appropriate parent club will be able to advertise their rescued 
dogs without cost on the new AKC Marketplace, which is to replace 
the AKC Classifieds.

The AKC will join the International Partnership for Dogs, an association 
arising out of an international canine health conference held 3 years 
ago and also including the kennel clubs of Finland, Sweden, Germany, 
France and the U.K. as well as the OFA and the Swedish dog insurance 
company. 

Parent Clubs Committee
Committee members and guest delegates welcomed back the chair-
man, Pat Laurens, a former teacher who runs the proceedings with 
a keen eye and an iron hand.  Would that all committees had such a 
chairman!

The Parent Clubs Legislative List is not being well used at present, 
and the AKC Government Relations staff propose moving to a closed 
Facebook group.

The Bred with Heart program has enrolled 486 breeders.  Those who 
join are committed to participate in continuing education as well as 
to follow the AKC Standards of Care and the parent club health testing 
pertinent to their breeds.

Thirty-six Pet Disaster Trailers are in place with 10 being built and more 
than 30 awaiting donations to complete their funding.  309 clubs have 
participated; $1,097,440 has been donated to this project.
All parent clubs are asked to update their breed brochures.  A par-
ticular request is that individuals should not be names as contacts.  
Instead, readers should be referred to the club websites.  

The Parent Club of Excellence project continues.   The ATCA board 
members have individually completed their rankings of the club in 
the various categories.   I asked Larry Sorenson, who is in charge of the 
project, and he stated that the response of the club should be 
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expressed as a range of answers.  I will discuss this with other mem-
bers of the ad hoc board committee and probably submit a median 
number as well.

Considerable discussion concerned the value to be obtained from an-
other Parent Club Conference, which was last held in Atlanta in 2010.  
Networking among club officers was thought to be a particularly valu-
able feature of this conference, and this would not be possible with 
some type of webinar or similar vehicle.   The barrier is the estimated 
$250,000 which such a conference costs.

It was decided not to publish a list of available qualified on-site show 
secretaries who might be willing to superintend at specialty shows be-
cause of the associated legal liability of making such an endorsement.
Stimulated by the continuing decline in individual dogs being shown 
in conformation, discussion without apparent consensus occurred rel-
ative to dogs entered in the 4-6 month puppy class obtaining points 
and the desirability, or not, of permitting spayed and neutered dogs 
to be exhibited in the regular classes.  More support seemed to be 
present for awarding a point for a single winner’s dog or bitch getting 
a point for Best of Winners over a dog of the opposite sex.  However, it 
seems that this will not soon be presented to the board.

Additional discussion surrounded the issue of a conflict between a na-
tional specialty event and a local club event.  A September 2013 board 
decision regarding the issue was thought to be ambiguous.
If a local or regional breed club wishes to have a non-judge, for 
example a well-regarded breeder, judge the regular classes in a show, 
the request must be submitted to AKC through the parent club for 
that breed.

Dock and Crop
In the Canadian Atlantic provinces as well as in British Columbia, the 
provincial veterinary colleges have prohibited the cropping of ears by 
their members.   Apparently this will be the subject of a court action 
by those opposed.

Delegates Meeting
The Chief Financial Officer reported that total revenues year-to-date 
were $2,302,000, up 4.8% from last year.  Expenses had only risen 
by 0.2%.  Total assets were $133 million, but due to an increase in 
liabilities due primarily to salary and pension expenses, total liabilities 
had also increased to $69.8 million. Dog registrations have increased 
somewhat but litter registrations have fallen slightly.

Vice-Chairman Carl Ashby, the prime mover behind the AKC PAC 
reported a good success rate in helping purebred-dog-friendly politi-
cians being elected.  He tasked each delegate with contributing at 
least $5/month to the AKC PAC and also with encouraging their fellow 
kennel club members to contribute as well.   As everyone knows, 2016 
will be an important election year.

The proposed AKC Marketplace will be aimed at connecting poten-
tial puppy buyers with responsible breeders.  The goal is for this to 
become the top web destination for those searching for a responsible 
breed and a healthy dog.  The order of listing will be:  AKC Breeders 
of Merit, breeders in the Bred with Heart program, breeders who are 
members of their parent clubs, and other breeders.  The emphasis will 
be on the promotion of breeders, including kennel mission state-
ments, “brags,” plenty of pictures, and available puppies.

Much effort continues to surround the continuing improvement of the 
new AKC web site, which is currently receiving 4 million visitors each 
month.  The AKC has 4.7 million Facebook fans and is currently posting 
more than 40 items in social media each day.   The “Breed of the Day” 
feature has been particularly popular.

Several amendments to the by-laws were voted on, a 2/3 majority be-
ing required in order to pass:  a proposal to eliminate board term limits 
failed; proposals which would permit clubs to utilize electronic docu-
ments for premium lists, judging programs, and catalogues passed; a 
proposal which would recognize multiple levels of Grand Champion-
ship titles passed.

Delegates Luncheon
The following received Lifetime Achievement Awards:  Patti Strand, 
Portland, Oregon, in conformation; John Cox, Shoreline, Washington, 
in companion events; and John Russell, Gainesville, Texas, in perfor-
mance.

Breeders’ Seminar
Occurring on Friday afternoon and in a somewhat difficult to find 
area of the second floor of the South Convention Hall, this session 
was excellent, as indeed it was last year.   Those exhibitors planning to 
attend next year’s AKC/Eukanuba Show should consider attending this 
session.  I will attempt to see that the location and directions to it are 
better publicized than they have been in the past.   

This year’s session, sponsored by the AKC as well as by the Society of 
Theriogenology, was devoted to all aspects of reproduction, from the 
appropriate use and application of fresh, chilled or frozen semen to 
the nutrition of the pregnant and nursing dam and her puppies.  The 
value of carefully studying a “vertical pedigree,” as also emphasized 
by Carmen Battaglia during our Chattanooga education day, espe-
cially using information from the OFA web-site for the subject dogs, 
was emphasized as was the importance of knowing at least the basic 
elements of genetics as they related to the inheritance of dominant 
and recessive traits, whether autosomal or sex-linked.  Some practical 
points:  frozen semen lasts less than 24 hours whereas fresh semen 
lives 3-7 days—hence the importance of timing insemination precisely 
if using frozen semen.  Ultrasound is most useful at determining the 
number of puppies on the 23rd day of gestation.  Pelvic X-rays may be 
helpful at 53 days in determining the ease of whelping.  If the parietal 
(width) of the puppy skull is less than 60% of the pelvic diameter, 
natural whelping should be OK.  Healthy puppies have a heart rate of 
>170 whereas a heart rate <170 reveals a compromised puppy and 
the need for immediate C-section.  Ketamine and Valium should not 
be used for the induction of anesthesia as the puppies will be semi-
comatose on delivery and may not survive.  Propofal, although unsafe 
for Michael Jackson in the circumstances in which it was administered, 
is safe for the mother and puppies as is Sevoflurane.  When puppies 
are born, check all palates and auscultate all hearts. 

[Breeders: please note this especially helpful information:  Some-
thing which was unknown to me, and strongly advocated by all of 
the veterinarians on the panel, was the use of Royal Canin “Starter 
Mousse Mother & Babydog,” which is sold in cans about the size of 
cat food cans. This will be lapped up by puppies whose eyes have not 
yet opened if placed slightly warmed but not diluted on a plate and 
offered to them—a useful and simple remedy for inadequate milk 
production by the mother and is an aide to the weaning of puppies up 
to 2 months old.  Likewise it has value for mother dogs from the end of 
gestation to the end of lactation.]

My report is not intended to be an official report of the business conduct-
ed by the various delegate committees or by the official Delegate Meeting.  
Summaries of the minutes for all meetings are posted on the AKC website.  

If you need the full official minutes for a particular delegate committee 
meeting or a transcript of the actual Delegates Meeting, I can access these 
and forward them to you.
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ATCA Communications   
“Breeder of Merit” versus “Bred with Heart”

Do you know the difference?
I was asked by the Talkabout editor to describe the differences be-
tween these two AKC programs created for the breeders of purebred 
dogs.   I have referred to both in my delegate’s reports, and some 
clarification of the nature of both programs appears to be needed.  
Both programs are directed toward guiding and educating breeders 
to improve the health of the puppies which they sell to the public.  

“Breeder of Merit” was the initial program, which was developed 
about 7 years ago.  There are now nearly 11,000 Breeders of Merit.  
This program is directed primarily towards members of the fancy, 
which would include those actively involved in conformance or 
performance events and active members of an AKC dog club.  The 
assumption is that the club will provide some guidance and oversight 
to those of their members who are breeding purebred dogs.  Another 
assumption is that through the members’ active participation in the 
sport, continuing education in optimal breeding and puppy socializ-
ing practices will occur. 

These are the requirements, taken from the AKC website, for accep-
tance into the program:
1. A history of at least 5 years involvement with AKC events.
2. Earned AKC conformation, performance or companion event 

titles on a minimum of 4 dogs from AKC litters they bred or co-
bred.

3. Member of an AKC club.
4. Certify that applicable health screens are performed on their 

breeding stock as recommended by the Parent Club.
5. Demonstrates a commitment to ensuring 100% of the puppies 

produced are AKC registered. 

The “Bred with Heart” program has been developed over the past 
two years, primarily under the guidance of AKC Board members Alan 
Kalter and Bill Feeney.  The goal of this program is to provide the pub-
lic with healthy purebred puppies from those breeders not involved 
with the AKC or with the fancy in general.  (The majority of breeders 
of purebred dogs are “commercial” or “backyard” breeders, and they 
provide about 80% of the purebred dogs purchased by the public.)   
By December 2015, 486 breeders had signed-up.  The purpose of the 
program is to provide breeders not involved in AKC clubs with guid-
ance, education, training and mandatory inspections directed towards 
the breeding of healthy, socialized puppies for the public.

These are the requirements, from the AKC website, for acceptance into 
the program:
1. Have registered at least one AKC litter within the past 5 years.
2. Be in good standing with the AKC.
3. Certify that applicable health screens are performed on breed-

ing stock as recommended by the respective AKC Breed Parent 
Club and be prepared to supply proof of such compliance upon 
request.

4. Must agree to comply with the AKC Care and Conditions Policy, 
including inspection(s) by the American Kennel Club or its duly 
authorized representative.

5. Must agree to comply with all applicable federal, state, and local 
laws and regulations regarding the ownership and maintenance 
of dogs

6. Must agree to complete AKC-approved and/or AKC-provided 
continuing breeder education courses annually

7. Must complete the online application process and pay an annual 
fee of $25 per breed. 
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There are benefits to being enrolled in either program which are 
outlined under the “breeder” section of the AKC website.  Breeders of 
Merit are listed first in the AKC puppy classified ads, now called the 
“Marketplace,” and “Bred with Heart” breeders next, followed by the 
remainder of the ads for puppies.

However, I believe that the most important benefit is the ready access 
to continuing education which, particularly, the Bred with Heart pro-
gram provides but which permits participation by any breeder.  For 
the last two years, I have attended outstanding “breeding seminars,” 
which are held in conjunction with the AKC/Eukanuba shows in De-
cember.  Under the “breeders” section on the AKC website, webinars, 
seminars and publications are available, all of very high quality and 
well worth accessing.

This is my assessment of the two AKC programs.  However, this does 
not represent an official AKC interpretation.  Please access the AKC 
website for more information and contact me if there is any particu-
lar aspect of either program concerning which I should obtain more 
information from the AKC. 

William I. Christensen
Delegate, Australian Terrier Club of America 
wchrist367@aol.com

mailto:wchrist367%40aol.com?subject=wchrist367%40aol.com


etter from the EditorL
I was having a discussion with a fellow breeder about being a ‘respon-
sible breeder’ and I decided to do a bit of research on what is out there 
in regards to someone buying a dog from a responsible breeder.

Believe it or not, the first thing I came across was this statement by the 
ASPCA: 
 
Responsible breeders are individuals who have focused their 
efforts on one or a select few breeds and through breeding, histori-
cal research and ongoing study, mentoring relationships, club 
memberships, showing, raising and training of these breeds have 
become experts in their health, heritable defects, temperament 
and behavior. Responsible breeders are well suited to educate and 
screen potential buyers/adopters and provide follow-up support 
after purchase or adoption. Responsible breeders take lifetime 
responsibility for the animals they have bred.

The Canadian Federation of Humane Societies puts out the same mes-
sage on their website.

The American Kennel Club (AKC) has a whole page devoted to finding 
a responsible breeder. There is even a website called: Checklist for 
Responsible Dog Breeders for Dummies! It is nice to read that the vast 
majority of information out there is saying ‘DO YOUR HOMEWORK’ 
before buying a dog! But do people listen? 

I am involved in Australian Terrier Rescue (ATR), and sometimes, for 
some people, price is the driving factor in buying a dog. They look at 
the up front cost without thinking of the future cost of a dog that may 
have health issues. MOST rescue dogs ATR helps do NOT come from 
responsible breeders, but MANY poorly bred dogs surrendered have 
health issues.

As a Responsible Breeder I can say with confidence that your BEST 
resource is the PARENT CLUB of the breed you are interested in! They 
are the backbone of the breed and your greatest resource! 

Your BEST option when buying a purebred dog is to utilize the informa-
tion provided on the parent club website and contact them! Ask ques-
tions and THEN start your search for a dog. One question you would 
want to ask potential breeders is “Do you belong to the Australian 
Terrier Club of America?” If the breeder does not, the question to ask 
next is “WHY NOT?!” 

The Australian Terrier Club of America (ATCA) is the backbone of the 
breed, they are there to preserve and keep breed type. One of the 
purposes of the club stated in the constitution of the ATCA says, “The 
purpose of the club shall be (a) To encourage and promote quality in 
the breeding of purebred Australian Terriers..”  

That process entails more than just throwing two dogs together to 
make puppies. It is keeping breed type, function/movement, and over-
all health a priority. Many pet owner’s say “Gee I just want a pet”. But 
where do these ‘pets’ come from? Well, the best come from responsible 
breeders who often commit to a lifetime of learning about their chosen 
breed, understanding hereditary lines, watching for health issues that 
may emerge, and sharing that information to enhance the overall 
well-being of the breed.** 

Though there may very well be reputable breeders who do not belong 
to the ATCA , for the most part, the ATCA represents the highest stan-
dards for dogs and breeders in the USA. It is a given that the bulk of 
breeders love their dogs and treat them as family. It is also a given that 
even the most famous show dog’s will spend most of their life as a pet 
than a show dog.**

Not all pets are show dogs, 
but all of our show dogs are pets!

Ultimately the real values of club membership are information, sup-
port, and friendship. Members support the breed and the breed stan-
dard.** The club is representing Responsible Breeders and they provide 
support for any and all Australian Terriers and owners, regardless of 
who bred them.

Hug your Aussie tonight and every night!

Julie Seaton
Editor

** Kuvasz Club Of America 
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CH Tak-A-Chance Nip ‘N Tucker x Wilgent’s Tak-A-Chance Indigo 
Bred by Susan Saulvester

Owned and loved by Carole Larsen

CH Tak-A-Chance Diamonds N’ Rust

Rusty’s show career spanned from 1997 to 2006 with his owner-handler at the end of the lead. 
Rusty was not ‘seriously’ competing, they were just having fun, and fun they had! 

First Majors in back to back BOB wins from the classes at Kalamazoo Michigan in 1998 
Winners dog at Chain O’ Lakes in 1999 which completed his Championship

Champion Show Career:
7  - Best of Breed wins
2  - Best of Opposite Sex wins
1  - Group 4
2 - First Place Veteran



After six months I decided to look for an aussie pup. I started out by 
calling a cairn breeder in my area , she knew of a breeder. I called the 
breeder, met her and saw her dogs , but I wanted a dog that had a sim-
ilar look as my Rusty. I went to dog shows, I bought an ATCA calendar, 
and saw a picture of an Australian Terrier that resembled him. I called 
the breeder, she had no puppies but knew of someone that did.

I called the breeder Susan 
Saulvester and told her my 
story about Rusty and Muffin. 
She sent me pictures of her 
dogs, and in May 1997 I flew 
into Atlanta to meet Susan and 
see where my puppy was com-
ing from. I saw his grandpar-
ents, parents and littermates. 
I was in aussie heaven. Later 
that day I flew home with my 
new boy that I named Rusty in 
honor of my first boy.

I joined the ATCA in 1998 and 
an Australian Terrier club in  
Illinois.  Rusty was five months old and I entered him in a pupy match, 
he was Best Puppy in Match! I was thrilled and hooked on showing 
dogs! I started entering him in every show I could , it was so exciting . 

Rusty got his Championship title in 1999. He won several Best of 
Breed’s and a Group 4, and a Best of Veterans. I eventually got a red 
girl, her name was Ginger and then another girl, Emma Peale. The 
three had a lot of fun. 

Within my first year of belonging to the ATCA, I was asked if I would 
like to be involved with the Australian Terrier Rescue. I was more than 
happy to be a member! My Rusty, Ginger and Emma Peale had many 
homeless aussies share their home for short periods of time. In 2011 I 
lost Rusty, Ginger and Emma Peale, they were all so close in age. 

I will forever remember the good times and all the people I met show-
ing Rusty.

Rusty... he was so special to me. I never thought I would show a dog in 
conformation let alone get a champion title on a dog.

It all started when I bought my first home in 1984, I had two Siamese 
cats, they were rescues. I had to put one down. I told the vet I would 
like to have a dog, a terrier like a Westie. After a few weeks I received a 
call from my vet, would I like to meet an Australian Terrier? He was six 
months old , owners did not have time for him , he jumped on their 2 
yr. old boy and they wanted him put down. I had never heard of the 
breed, so I went to meet him, his name was Travis, and it was love at 
first sight so I took him home. I changed his name to Rusty and I called 
his breeder so I could see his parents. The breeder lived close and so I 
went to visit. 

What a sad sight, there 
was aussies and other 
dog breeds living in 
a filthy kennel and 
dog yard. His mother 
looked so tired from 
being bred so much. 
I saw his littermate 
as she was kept for 
breeding purposes. 
They offered to take 
him back if I did not 
want him. As I left 
and I vowed he would 
never return there. 

Five years passed, and I got a call from my vet. He had a four year old 
female Australian Terrier the owner wanted to put down, would I be 
interested in adopting her? Her name was Muffin and I adopted her 
too. It took a long time for her to trust me, but she liked Rusty. After 
time and patience she began to trust me. The two of them were in-
separable. They lived happily until I had to let Muffin go in 1995, then  
Rusty in 1996.

Meet the Member
We would like to introduce you to the owner of the dog on the cover of the current issue.  
This month, our cover was reserved by Carole Larsen, a member of the ATCA since 1998 

Thank you for sharing with us!
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What’s one thing the AusTTrust does with money it raises?
 
The AusTTrust contributed to the OFA Eye Exam (formerly know as  
CERF) at the National Specialty in Chattanooga in 2015. Their contribu-
tion along with the ATCA’s contribution gave members the oppor-
tunity for a FREE OFA eye exam for their Australian Terrier. There was 
no limit to the number of dogs examined – Everyone was invited to 
participate.
 
Did you know that CERF stands for “Canine Eye Registration Founda-
tion (CERF) Exams “?    Originally a foundation was formed by breeders 
that were concerned about heritable eye diseases. Today the CERF 
exam is called the OFA eye certification exam and is part of the Austra-
lian terrier CHIC accreditation. In the eye exam the appearance of each 
eye is evaluated, clearing the dogs with observable healthy eyes for 
one year. There is no genetic clearance at this time.
 
The standard the ATCA has established is to screen all breeding stock 
for any eye issues and post the results to the Canine Health Informa-
tion Center (OFA). The major goal of the OFA eye exam is to stop 
breeding any dogs that display potentially blinding disease including 
cataracts, progressive retinal atrophy (also called PRA) which is a he-
reditary disease and diabetic retinopathy disease. The OFA eye exam is 
not used to encourage the selective breeding of “perfect” eyes, as this 
would probably further diminish a breed’s gene pool. Testing allows 
breeders to be informed regarding eye health.
 
Why does the club hold these exams and offer them to mem-
bers?  

Teresa “Petie” Schreeder, Chairman of the ATCA Health Committee an-
swers saying “The ATCA has determined that the OFA eye exam is one 
of the hardest health tests to get unless there is a Specialist eye vet in 
your area. Offering the exam at the National specialty helps everyone 
who is breeding get this test done for FREE or at a significantly lower 
cost. The ATCA is committed to helping our breeders be more aware 
of potential hereditary eye conditions. Problems such as early onset of 
cataracts have become more prominent in the Australian terrier breed 
and need to be recognized as part of any breeding decision.”

What do members have to say?

“I’ve always checked for eye disease as I want to avoid problems like 
blindness in the future.” Says Marge Reigner.

Eva Campbell commented ” As with people, its good health mainte-
nance to regularly check eyes on our terriers, vets can even determine 
general health issues through the eyes.”

The AusTTrust needs your support – Please make an annual donation 
to the  “FRIENDS OF THE AUSSIES” so we can continue to support the 
projects approved by the ATCA.

Australian Terrier Trust 
“The AusTTrust”

Assisting the Australian Terrier Club of America Inc., 
in supporting our breed through Health and Education
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Extinction Is Forever
Consistency in the selection procedure is the common element linking 
breeders who produce greatness generation after generation.

Three Major Stages
In other words, how do we relate the gene pool and pedigree to the 
actual job we expect the resulting animals to be able to accomplish? 
The purebred dog as we know it today has gone through three major 
stages as effected by humankind:

1. In the first stage, early humankind selected certain kinds of dogs 
because of their usefulness in the continuing quest for survival. 
Although these primitive people were not much more domesticated 
than the dogs they depended upon as helpmates, they were the first 
to practice the selection process as it pertains to dogs, even if they did 
it unknowingly.

2. As time went on, people began to select dogs with the specific traits 
to enhance their usefulness so that the dogs put into the gene pool 
were more and more able to perform the desired function. Because 
those animals that were made correctly found it easiest to do their 
particular job, a practical selection process was taking place. Whereas 
some poorly constructed common dogs with uncommon heart would 
excel from time to time, they would be the exception rather than the 
rule.

Thus, breeds began to evolve based on performance selection and the 
physical and mental characteristics needed to assist that performance. 
Perhaps this was the purest stage of the development of correct 
functional type that each breed experienced, because it was based on 
objective performance rather than subjective appearance. Essentially, 
the traits most desired in the breed were those that contributed to 
working type.

3. In the third and current stage of our influence on the purebred 
dog, most breeds are used as luxury items (pets) and/or as show dogs 
and for related activities. There is nothing wrong with that as long 
as everyone involved stays dedicated to protecting the very essence 
of characteristics that contributed to the creation of each breed. It is 
when we stray from the original functional type to a preference for 
some fad or fashion that the preservation of the true breeds becomes 
threatened. For the farther the dogs get from their original and histori-
cal functions, the more vital it is to protect the very characteristics 
that caused that breed to evolve and develop in the first place. A case 
could be made that in judging the dog what contributes to the dog 
doing its job is a virtue; what interferes with the dog doing its job is a 
fault.

Exemplary Cases
In analyzing pedigrees and breeding programs that produce great 
performance dogs, examples such as the Foxhound pack of the Duke 
of Beaufort in England and the marvelous breeding program of the 
Elhew Pointers in America come immediately to mind.

The Duke’s pack is several hundred years old, and the continuity in the 
pack is achieved by the consistency of selection procedures utilized by 
the Masters of Foxhounds working with the successive dukes over the 
generations at the kennels at Badminton. Only hounds with good legs 
and feet, excellent shoulders and front-end assembly, of correct size, 
bone and stature and with good quarters and correct sterns are

retained for the breeding program. Dogs that are too fast for the 
rest of the pack or slower than the pack norm are eliminated from 
the breeding population of the pack. Performance, conformation 
and pack consistency are priorities in the breeding program, and the 
resulting pedigrees can be counted upon to produce an exceptional 
hound of consistent quality identified with this family of dogs.

The Elhew Pointers of master breeder Bob Wehle have dominated the 
world of pointing field trials for more than 50 years. The ultimate con-
noisseur of a bird dog that is truly a hunting machine, Wehle highly 
prizes athletic dogs of great character as well as correct and lovely 
Pointer type that can do the job the breed was developed to perform. 
So ingrained in the gene pool of this fabulous line of dogs are all the 
right instincts that baby puppies right out of the nest exhibit point-
ing ability. Wehle also emphasizes running gear and feet and legs. 
His pedigrees produce the highest class of dog that could win in any 
bench show competition anywhere as well as in the field. Their classic 
Pointer heads are as much a part of their pedigree profile as their 
superb running gear.

What are the similarities that allow these two shining examples of 
greatness to go on and on, generation after generation and decade 
after decade? Consistency in the selection procedure. The Elhew name 
on a Pointer pedigree is like the word sterling on silver: It is proof of 
the real thing. It is an affidavit that the resulting progeny will have 
been selected utilizing the same criteria. Such consistency in the 
selection procedure is how to avoid what I call “piecemeal” dogs: those 
that result from breedings where well-meaning breeders seek to cor-
rect a fault by overcompensating.

For a model of functional performing type you can observe at work at 
current AKC events on a regular basis, consider the American Cocker 
Spaniels of Trish Jackson (whom you can see, as rendered by illustrator 
Pam Tanzey, on the opposite page). Not only do these quality dogs 
represent a pedigree of conformation champions, they are true to 
the purpose of the original job description of this merry little flushing 
spaniel and perform both in the field and at trials with great success.

Only those capable of doing the job they were bred to do all day long, 
day after day well into old age truly represent the functional type that 
evolved during the purest stage of breed development, and they are 
the ones who should be returned to the gene pool. No matter how 
pretty and fancy, dogs lacking the athletic ability and unable to be 
useful to the future of the breed should be avoided at all costs. When 
demanding selection procedures are followed, one should be able to 
study the pedigree and depend on the performance of the animal.

And this, of course, is the validation for the purebred dog. You can de-
pend on such a dog from the truly quality breeding program to live up 
to your expectations with verve and longevity because the pedigree 
tells you so! Generation after generation of performance excellence 
comes together in the resulting animal, eliminating the guesswork in-
volved with animals of lesser credentials. As long as breeder-guardians 
of their breed stay dedicated to this premise, the true dog of correct 
functional type will not be an endangered species threatened by the 
“extinction is forever” peril.

Reprinted with Permission 2016 
American Kennel Club 
www.akc.org

by Patricia V. Trotter
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Health Scoop
                                         What Do Those Lab Tests Mean? 

College of Veterinary Medicine, Washington State University

Monocytes may be increased in pets with chronic infections. Eosino-
phils and basophils are increased in pets with allergic diseases, or 
parasitic infections (worms, fleas, etc.).

Platelets are produced in the bone marrow and are involved in the 
process of making a blood clot. Platelets live a few weeks and are 
constantly being produced by the bone marrow. Low platelet counts 
occur if the bone marrow is damaged and doesn’t produce them, or 
if the platelets are destroyed at a faster rate than normal. The two 
primary causes of platelet destruction are immune-mediated destruc-
tion (ITP or IMT) and DIC (disseminated intravascular coagulation). 
Immune-mediated thrombocytopenia happens when the animal’s 
immune system destroys platelets. DIC is a complex problem in which 
blood clots form in the body using the platelets faster than the bone 
marrow can produce new ones. Animals with a low platelet count 
bruise easily and may have blood in their urine or stool.

Packed cell volume (PCV) (called hematocrit, HCT, in humans) is an-
other measure of red blood cells. A small amount of blood is placed in 
a tiny glass tube and spun in a centrifuge. The blood cells pack to the 
bottom of the tube and the fluid floats on top. The PCV is the percent 
of blood, that is cells, compared to the total volume of blood. In nor-
mal dogs and cats, 40-50% of the blood is made up of blood cells and 
the remainder is fluid.

Blood and urine tests are performed to get an initial overview of the 
health, and sometimes the function, of body organs. Some blood tests 
are very specific for a single organ, whereas other tests are affected by 
several organs. Blood tests are often performed as a biochemistry pro-
file, or chemistry panel, which is a collection of blood tests to screen 
several organs at one time. The makeup of a biochemical profile varies 
with the laboratory in which it is performed. Following are some of the 
more commonly performed chemical tests:

Albumin
is a small protein produced by the liver. Albumin acts as a sponge to 
hold water in the blood vessels. When blood albumin is decreased, the 
pressure created by the heart forcing blood through the blood vessels 
causes fluid to leak out of the blood vessels and accumulate in body 
cavities such as the abdominal cavity or in tissues as edema. Albumin 
is decreased if the liver is damaged and cannot produce an adequate 
amount of albumin or if albumin is lost through damaged intestine 
or in the urine due to kidney disease. The only cause of increased 
albumin is dehydration.

The results of laboratory tests on a patient are compared to reference 
ranges established by measuring the laboratory parameters in a group 
of normal animals. The reference ranges for each laboratory test differ 
between laboratories and across species. Be careful interpreting labo-
ratory tests. An occasional animal will have a value for a laboratory test 
that falls outside the reference range, but the value may still be normal 
for that animal. 

Your veterinarian will interpret laboratory tests in light of the entire 
evaluation of your pet. Sometimes laboratory tests need to be re-
peated to evaluate trends, which may provide more information than 
measurement of a single test. 

The results of laboratory tests may be influenced by drugs your pet is 
receiving and some are influenced by a recent meal. Always provide 
your veterinarian with information about any drug your pet is receiv-
ing. Inquire when you make an appointment for veterinary care, 
whether you should fast your pet before the visit in case laboratory 
samples are collected.

Complete blood count (CBC)
The complete blood count measures the number of cells of differ-
ent types circulating in the bloodstream. There are three major types 
of blood cells in circulation; red blood cells (RBC), white blood cells 
(WBC), and platelets. Red blood cells are produced in the bone mar-
row, which is the soft center of bones. RBCs pick up oxygen brought 
into the body by the lungs, and bring that oxygen to cells throughout 
the body. Red blood cells live in the blood stream for about 100 days 
although the actual time varies with the type of animal. Old red blood 
cells are removed from the blood stream by the spleen and liver. 
Red blood cell numbers can be decreased (anemia) if they are not 
produced in adequate numbers by the bone marrow, if their life span 
is shortened (a condition called hemolysis), or if they are lost due to 
bleeding. Increased red blood cell numbers is called polycythemia and 
is usually due to concentration of the blood due to dehydration. 

The complete blood count also includes a measure of hemoglobin, 
which is the actual substance in the red blood cell that carries oxygen.

There are several types of white blood cells in blood, including neu-
trophils (PMNs), lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils and basophils. 
Lymphocytes are produced in lymph nodes throughout the body. The 
other white blood cell types are produced in the bone marrow along 
with the red blood cells and platelets. The majority of white blood cells 
in circulation are neutrophils, which help the animal fight infections. 
Neutrophils can be decreased in pets with bone marrow disease, in 
some viral diseases, and in some pets receiving cancer chemotherapy 
drugs. Neutrophils are increased in pets with inflammation or infec-
tion of any part of the body and in pets receiving prednisone or other 
cortisone-type drugs. 

Lymphocytes also help fight infection and produce antibodies 
against infectious agents (viruses, bacteria, etc.). Lymphocytes may 
be increased in puppies and kittens with an infection, they can be 
decreased in pets who are severely stressed, and lymphocytes might 
be lost in some types of diarrhea. Certain drugs, such as prednisone (a 
cortisone-type drug) will decrease the number of lymphocytes in the 
blood stream. 
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Alkaline phosphatase
originates from many tissues in the body. When alkaline phosphatase 
is increased in the bloodstream of a dog the most common causes are 
liver disease, bone disease or increased blood cortisol either because 
prednisone or similar drug is being given to the pet or because the 
animal has Cushing’s disease (hyperadrenocorticism). In cats, the most 
common causes of increased alkaline phosphatase are liver and bone 
disease.

ALT 
is an enzyme produced by liver cells. Liver damage causes ALT to in-
crease in the bloodstream. ALT elevation does not provide information 
as to whether the liver disease is reversible or not.

Amylase 
is an enzyme produced by the pancreas and the intestinal tract. 
Amylase helps the body breakdown sugars. Amylase may be increased 
in the blood in animals with inflammation (pancreatitis) or cancer of 
the pancreas. Sometimes pancreatitis is difficult to diagnose and some 
dogs and cats with pancreatitis will have normal amounts of amylase 
in the blood. Lipase is another pancreatic enzyme which is responsible 
for the breakdown of fats and which may be increased in patients with 
pancreatic inflammation or cancer.

Bile acids
are produced by the liver and are involved in fat breakdown. A bile 
acid test is used to evaluate the function of the liver and the blood 
flow to the liver. Patients with abnormal blood flow to the liver, a con-
dition known as portosystemic shunt will have abnormal levels of bile 
acids. The bile acid test measures a fasting blood sample and a blood 
sample two hours after eating.

Bilirubin
is produced by the liver from old red blood cells. Bilirubin is further 
broken down and eliminated in both the urine and stool. Bilirubin is 
increased in the blood in patients with some types of liver disease, 
gallbladder disease or in patients who are destroying the red blood 
cells at a faster than normal rate (hemolysis). Large amounts of bili-
rubin in the bloodstream will give a yellow color to non-furred parts 
of the body, which is called icterus or jaundice. Icterus is most easily 
recognized in the tissues around the eye, inside the ears and on the 
gums.

BUN
(blood urea nitrogen) is influenced by the liver, kidneys, and by dehy-
dration. Blood urea nitrogen is a waste product produced by the liver 
from proteins from the diet, and is eliminated from the body by the 
kidneys. A low BUN can be seen with liver disease and an increased 
BUN is seen in pets with kidney disease. The kidneys must be dam-
aged to the point that 75% of the kidneys are nonfunctional before 
BUN will increase. Pets that are severely dehydrated will have an in-
creased BUN as the kidneys of a dehydrated patient don’t get a normal 
amount of blood presented to them, so the waste products do not get 
to the kidneys to be eliminated.
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Calcium
in the bloodstream originates from the bones. The body has hor-
mones, which cause bone to release calcium into the blood and to 
remove calcium from the blood and place it back into bone. Abnor-
mally high calcium in the blood occurs much more commonly than 
low calcium. High blood calcium is most commonly associated with 
cancer. Less common causes of elevated calcium are chronic kidney 
failure, primary hyperparathyroidism which is over-function of the 
parathyroid gland, poisoning with certain types of rodent bait and 
bone disease.  

Low blood calcium may occur in dogs and cats just before giving birth 
or while they are nursing their young. This is called eclampsia and 
occurs more commonly in small breed dogs. Eclampsia causes the ani-
mal to have rigid muscles which is called tetany. Another cause of low 
blood calcium is malfunction of the parathyroid glands which produce 
a hormone (PTH) that controls blood calcium levels. Animals poisoned 
with antifreeze may have a very low blood calcium.

Cholesterol
is a form of fat. Cholesterol can be increased in the bloodstream 
for many reasons in dogs. It is much less common for cats to have 
increased cholesterol. Some of the diseases that cause elevated cho-
lesterol are hypothyroidism, Cushing’s disease, diabetes and kidney 
diseases that cause protein to be lost in the urine. High cholesterol 
does not predispose dogs and cats to heart and blood vessel disease 
as it does in people.

Creatinine
is a waste product that originates from muscles and is eliminated from 
the body by the kidneys. An elevation of creatinine is due to kidney 
disease or dehydration. Both creatinine and BUN increase in the 
bloodstream at the same time in patients with kidney disease.

Creatinine kinase
(CK) is released into the blood from damaged muscle. Elevation of 
creatinine kinase therefore suggests damage to muscle including 
heart muscle.

Glucose
is blood sugar. Glucose is increased in dogs and cats with diabetes 
mellitus. It may be mildly increased in dogs with Cushing’s disease. 
Glucose can temporarily increase in the blood if the dog or cat is 
excited by having a blood sample drawn. This is especially true of cats. 
A quick test to determine whether a glucose elevation is transient or 
permanent is to look at the urine. If the glucose is chronically elevated 
there will be an increased amount of glucose in the urine as well.

Low blood sugar occurs less commonly and can be a sign of pan-
creatic cancer or overwhelming infection (sepsis). Low blood sugar 
can cause depression or seizures. Low blood sugar can be seen if the 
blood sample is improperly handled. Red blood cells will use glucose 
so typically red blood cells are removed from the blood sample and 
the clear part of the blood (plasma or serum), is used for analysis.

Phosphorus 
in the bloodstream originates from bones and is controlled by the 
same hormone, PTH (parathyroid hormone) which controls blood 
calcium. Phosphorus is increased in the bloodstream in patients with 
chronic kidney disease. Like BUN and creatinine, phosphorus increases 
in these patients when about 75 percent of both kidneys is damaged.

Potassium is increased in the bloodstream in the pet with acute kidney 
failure such as kidney failure caused by antifreeze poisoning, in dogs 
with Addison’s disease and in animals with a ruptured or obstructed 
bladder. 

continued on page 22



Potassium
is lost from the body in vomit, diarrhea and urine. Pets that are not eat-
ing may have a low blood potassium. Low blood potassium can cause 
the pet to feel weak. Cats with low potassium may develop painful 
muscles.

Sodium
may be slightly increased in the blood if the patient is dehydrated al-
though many dehydrated dogs and cats have a normal blood sodium. 
Low blood sodium is most commonly seen with Addison’s disease 
(hypoadrenocorticism).

Total protein
includes albumin and larger proteins called globulins. Included in the 
globulins are antibodies which are protein molecules. Total protein 
can be increased if the dog or cat is dehydrated or if the pet’s immune 
system is being stimulated to produce large amounts of antibody. To-
tal protein is decreased in the same situations which reduce albumin 
or if the pet has an abnormal immune system and cannot produce 
antibodies.

Urinalysis
A urine sample can provide information about several organ systems. 
The concentration, color, clarity and microscopic examination of the 
urine sample can provide diagnostic information.

Urine may be obtained by catching a sample during normal urination, 
by passing a catheter into the bladder or by placing a small needle 
through the body wall into the bladder, a procedure called cysto-
centesis. Depending upon why the urine sample is being collected, 
one collection method may be preferred over another. Inquire at the 
time you make an appointment for veterinary care if a urine sample 
may be collected. Preventing your pet from urinating prior to the 
appointment will assure that your pet’s bladder will contain urine for 
sampling.

Reprinted with Permission 2016 
College of Veterinary Medicine - Washington State University 
vetmed.wsu.edu

O Lord, don’t let me once forget,
How I love my trusty pet –
Help me learn to disregard
canine craters in my yard.

Show me how to be a buddy
even when my sofa’s muddy.

Don’t allow my pooch to munch
postal carriers for lunch.

Shield my neighbor’s cat from view,
guide my steps around the doo.
Train me not to curse and scowl
when it’s puppy’s night to howl.

Grant I shan’t awake in fear
with a cold nose in my ear.

Give me patience without end –
Help me be “A DOG’S BEST FRIEND.”

-Author Unknown

A Dog’s 
Best Friend
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AKC National Championship 
 Week Results! 

Once again, the trek to Orlando, Florida was made by a few to 
compete in conformation. Here are the results:

Tuesday, December 8, 2015
Judge:  Peggy Beisel-McIlwaine
BOB: GCH CH Temora Say it With Bacon 
SEL Dog:  CH Wild West’s Mac Attack

Wednesday, December 9, 2015
Judge: Patricia Anne Keenan
BOB: GCH CH Temora Say it With Bacon 
SEL Dog: CH Wild West’s Mac Attack 
W/BOS: Akiba’s Bellissima

Thursday, December 10, 2015 
Judge: Thomas L. Yates
BOB: CH Wild West’s Mac Attack
BOS: GCH CH Samabel Lucy’s Dark Magic
WD/BW: Temora Mac Eanric 
WB: Temora Bacon’s Bitz 
SEL Dog: GCH CH Temora Say it With Bacon 
SEL Bitch: GCH Dunham Lake Goody Two Shoes NA OAJ CGC

Friday, December 11, 2015
AKC National Owner/Handler Series Final
Judge: Carole Beattie 
BOB: GCH CH Samabel Lucy’s Dark Magic 
BOS: CH Johmanda-Kambara’s General Pickett

AKC National Championship, December 13, 2015
Judge: Desmond Murphy 
BOB: GCH CH Temora Say it With Bacon
BOS: CH Marble Arch This Girl Is On Fire
SEL Dog: CH Johmanda-Kambara’s General Pickett
SEL Bitch: GCH CH Johmanda-Kambara’s Sprezzatura
Best Bred By: CH Johmanda-Kambara’s General Pickett
WB: Johmanda’s Hopportunity

Owner/Handler BOB: GCH CH Samabel Lucy’s Dark Magic Winners Bitch: Johmanda’s Hopportunity

SEL/Best Bred By: CH Johmanda-Kambara’s General Pickett

Best of Breed: GCH CH Temora Say it With Bacon
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 Ball Therapy
by Fraser Hale, DVM, FAVD

A simple technique for the management of mild linguoversion (base narrow) mandibular canine teeth

What follows is a synopsis of a technique first published in 1999. 

A removable orthodontic device for the treatment of lingually dis-
placed mandibular canine teeth in young dogs

The malocclusion of lingually displaced mandibular canine teeth 
is a common orthodontic problem in the domestic dog. Several 
treatment methods have been described, and their advantages and 
disadvantages have been extensively reviewed. This article describes 
a functional technique used in 38 dogs of different breeds for correc-
tion of the malocclusion. The technique consists of stimulating the 
dog to play with specific toys. It is a simple, inexpensive, non-invasive 
technique that has a success rate comparable to conventional orth-
odontic techniques for treatment of this common malocclusion. 

To review the various types of malocclusion. Linguoversion (base 
narrow mandibular canine teeth) when the jaw-length relationship is 
normal or when there is only a mild class II malocclusion (lower jaws 
too short compared to upper jaw) may sometimes be amenable to 
this very simple technique. It involves the use of a removable, passive 
force orthodontic appliance in the form of an appropriately sized rub-
ber ball or Kong™ toy. 

Many of the dogs affected by linguversion of the mandibular canine 
teeth are medium to large breed dogs and for them, the appropriate 
‘appliance’ is a simple, smooth, road hockey ball. For smaller dogs, 
a handball ball or even a squash ball might be better. Do not use 
tennis balls as the nylon fuzz is very abrasive and can cause serious 
dental wear. 

The concept is very simple. Have the owners encourage the dog to 
hold/carry the ‘appliance’ as much as possible, holding it in the mouth 
just behind the canine teeth. The presence of the ball will apply a 
gentle force on the lower canines out towards the lips and encourage 
these teeth to tip into proper position as they are erupting. The best 
time to start this treatment is as soon as the adult canine teeth have 
broken through the gingiva and the primary canine teeth have exfoli-
ated or been removed. Typically this is around 5 to 5.5 months of age. 
It is far easier to encourage the erupting teeth to go where we want 
them to be than to move teeth once they have finished erupting, so 
timing is important here. 

Typically, puppies are seen at 8, 12 and 16 weeks for vaccines and 
then not again until 6 months for spay/neuter and so the best 
window of opportunity may be missed with this schedule. I always 
recommend that puppies also be examined at 5 months of age for a 
dental development evaluation. If, at this visit, there is concern that 
the mandibular canines are erupting base-narrow, a few weeks of 
ball therapy may just help the problem resolve without any further 
intervention. 

I see no down-side to trying Ball Therapy in the right circumstances. 
There is no anesthetic involved, the appliance cost only a few dollars, 
the ‘procedure’ is painless and voluntary. So even if Ball Therapy does 
not work, at least it will have done no harm. 

Reprinted with Permission 2016 
www.toothvet.ca
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  A Blast From
  The Past

by Edith Rivers 
written around 1970

Salute to Australia’s National Terrier

We may not know the details of the origin of the first pure-bred Aus-
tralian Terrier and this fact is shared by all breeds with very few excep-
tions, since all dogs descended from a common ancestor. It is alleged 
that no pure breed of dog was established earlier than 1873 until the 
Kennel Club of England instituted the registering of pedigrees and reli-
able records. These are preserved in the Stud Registrations of control-
ling Canine Bodies in Australia and elsewhere and pedigreed dogs 
may now trace their ancestry back for generations.

The Australian Terrier was known by various names until 1889 - when 
in that year a club was formed in Melbourne to foster the breed which 
had been variously evolved from several varieties of British Terriers 
brought out to this county by the free settlers in the very early days.

The dogs of the settlers were derived from British stock and sport-
ing types capable of hunting and killing vermin were highly prized. 
In this new land another need was found for a small game dog - that 
of watchdog - especially for the lonely homestead in isolated areas, 
where evil white and marauding natives molested the settlers. 

A loyal and devoted dog, game and hardy, able to withstand priva-
tions and the trials of climate; with the courage to attack and hunt for 
food for itself and the larder; an alert, keen-scenting dog to give warn-
ing of danger was an urgent need, and an animal with these capabili-
ties was treasured and prized beyond price by those fortunate enough 
to acquire one.

As the progeny of various terrier types accumulated, it was realized 
that there was a potential for the country’s need in the grand little 
dogs being evolved. Various names were given to the new type of 
sporting dog - Broken-Coated, Rough-Haired, Alliance and Rat Terrier 
were commonly used. Types, weights and colors were varied.

Dog shows began to be held as the country progressed, and the uni-
formity in this new breed striven for. This was apparently achieved in a 
couple of decades, as there is an entry of a Terrier, classed as ‘Rough-
Coated’ Terrier, in the catalog of a show presented in Melbourne in 
1868. While in the Jubilee Show of the Victorian Poultry and Dog 
Society held in July 1887 the entries classified as ‘Rough-Coated Terri-
ers - Blue’ and ‘Rough-Coated Terriers - Sandy’ (weights listed as over 
and under 7lbs) are believed to be those of progenitors of some of our 
present-day Aussies. In this Jubilee Show classes for Dandie Dinmont, 
Skye, Fox Terrier (both imported and colonial -bred) Bull, Irish, and Toy 
Terriers were provided also, and are interestingly noteworthy of the 
terrier breeds existing then.

Of special local interest concerning the early days of the show Aussie is 
an entry in the Queensland Royal National Show in 1876 of a ‘Rough-
Haired Terrier’ named Fanny, owned by P.R. Gordon of Milton,. Her 
color and weight is not detailed. 

Another interesting point is the coincidence of July dates - as it was 
in July 1953 that the first step for founding of a Specialist Club for 
the Australian Terrier in Queensland was inaugurated, and in July 
1957 received official sanction and affiliation with the Canine Council 
(QLD). 1957 was also the year when NSW and America (USA) formed 
Specialist Australian Terrier Clubs, all of which are progressing for the 
advancements and popularizing of the breed.

It is difficult to retrace and garner lost history and the actual breeding 
of a strain is unrecorded except for that supplied by the late Mrs Ber-
tha M Burt of NSW, the breeder of the well-known Kingswood Aussies. 
Mrs Burt stated that her grandmother vouched for the accuracy of the 
development of purebred Australian Terrier from the progeny of a little 
Yorkshire Terrier bitch smuggled in a lady’s muff on board a sailing 
ship and which was mated to a Scotch Terrier type of dog resembling 
a Cairn, named Tom. This type of terrier had coasts of various colors, 
including red or sandy.

The little Yorkie stowaway was named Biddy and she bore two puppies 
to Tom, these were called Jo and Josie. Later the dog Jo was mated to 
Minnie, the daughter of a cross-mating of a Dandie Dinmont sire and 
a Black and Tan Terrier dam, and one dog and two female puppies 
resulted.

These female puppies were later mated to Tom and four puppies re-
sulted for line-breeding cross-breeds, which were mated back to Josie 
and Jo - eventually producing a strain with identical percentages of 
blood-lines establishing a type developed from the same proportion 
of breeds, but were out-bred. 

Unfortunately, Mrs Burt’s illness and death prevented complete 
investigation of the only breeding chart of the days where dogs were 
smuggled out to Australian on sailing-ships, instead of being allowed 
to enter as permitted imports.

The Breed’s future progress, despite storm and opposition, was as-
sured when a Standard was formulated in 1896 and an Australian 
Terrier Club was formed in Melbourne in 1889. The Breed rated on 75 
points in the first Standard. This was revised in 1947 and total points 
elevated to 100, in keeping with those of the many other breeds of 
dogs in competitive exhibition.

There is little variation in the requirements of the earlier Standard and 
that of the present which was adopted and approved by the National 
Kennel Council of Australia in 1962.

Admirers of the smart Australian Terrier so eminently desirable as an 
all-purpose family and show dog (and their numbers are legion the 
world over) are proud that the breed so typically Australian in history 
and character holds its own with the rest of other breeds in winning 
top honors from knowledgeable judges assessing merit.

Typically and Proudly = Australian’s National Terrier
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The Judge’s Corner

Our guest judge this issue is Fred Bassett from Oklahoma

How long have you been a judge: I started 
judging in 1977, with Pomeranian’s.  I began 
judging Australian Terriers in 2008.

What do you enjoy while judging the 
breed? I enjoy judging all of my breeds!  I like 
that Australian Terriers are such a unique Ter-
rier breed, with great attitudes.  I really like the 
“make and shape” of the breed, when they are 
correct.   And they have a great show personal-
ity.  I don’t think I’ve ever had one that wasn’t 

alert and happy!

What do you see has improved in the breed over the years?   
The overall quality of the breed has been consistently good during the 
8 years I’ve been judging them.   For the small gene-pool that breeders 
have, they are doing a fine job of maintaining quality.   

What do you feel needs improving in the breed? I would say 
the things that separate the “Excellent” ones from the others are 
(1) plenty of keel in front
(2) shelf behind the tail
(3) balanced angulation in the front and rear.   
So I would suggest working on improving these features.

How do you find the consistency currently in the breed? As I 
said above, I find that the breed is above average in consistent overall 
quality.  I have had very few dogs in my ring that I would classify as 
below show quality.   

When you are judging the breed, what are you looking for?   
Well, I’m of course looking for a dog that fits the standard.   I want 
them to have the right outline and expression standing still, and then 
move out freely.

What do you see as the Hallmark of the breed? Australian Terri-
ers have a unique outline, not like any other Terrier, so that is extreme-
ly important.   Their head and expression is unique as well, enhanced 
by proper grooming.   And in terms of grooming and presentation 
they need to have the fairly natural / rough look.   Tidied-up, but not 
sculpted.

What is your interpretation of a ‘blue’ coat on a b/t? I judge lots 
of breeds that have “blue” coat, so I am used to seeing the variations in 
shades of blue (I judge all Terriers, Toys, Non-Sporting & Herding).  As 
long as it doesn’t look “black” in a mature dog, it is acceptable to me.
   
What do you look for in a blue coat? I find color very unimport-
ant, as long as it is an acceptable one.  I have no preference in terms of 
shades of blue.  
 
Do you or have you seen a difference in the blue-tans over 
the reds? (ie: size, coat, eye pigment). I have judged excellent speci-
mens on all the colors, and the standard does not make any allow-
ances for lighter pigment or eyes in lighter colors.   It is interesting to 
me that these questions have a lot of emphasis on color, as I consider 
it a minor point… I would suggest you concentrate your attention on 
other areas.
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When people call me about training their new puppy, potty training is 
always at the top of the list. There are options - you can choose to train 
your puppy indoors, outdoors, or a combination of both. Regardless 
of your choice, the method to train him is the same, and your involve-
ment is crucial, especially at the beginning.

•	 Take him where you want him to go when he has to go. 

•	 When he goes in the right place, reward him with praise and a 
treat. 

•	  Watch him like a hawk or confine him at all other times.

Fake Grass Puppy Potty

There are several products to choose from regarding potty training 
your puppy indoors, one of which is a puppy potty. 

There are 3 main types of puppy potties.

•	 Ones that have synthetic grass on top of a grate with the urine 
draining into a containment area underneath 

•	 Ones that use litter 

•	 Ones that use sod or grass

Puppy potties with synthetic grass are a great option for house train-
ing.

Reasons to Use a Puppy Potty for House Training

•	 It feels like real grass to your puppy’s feet, which is important if 
you want to transition him to pottying outside because he devel-
ops a preference for a grassy surface and because the surface feels 
different than wood, carpet, tile, etc. 

•	 If you spend time away from home (go to work every day) so you 
can’t take your puppy out whenever he needs to go, he has a 
place to go indoors. 

•	 You don’t have to get up in the middle of the night to take him 
outside, which is especially helpful during inclement weather or if 
you live in a high-rise. 

•	 It makes you feel better because he goes in one place. Your puppy 
has a specifically delineated toilet area inside your house rather 
than eliminating throughout your house. 

•	 Many companies offer sprays to help attract your puppy to the 
potty, products to congeal the urine, deodorizing sprays, or re-
placement grass. These products not only help your puppy in the 
training but also help you in cleaning.

Reasons to Use a Puppy Potty Long-Term

•	 It’s portable so you can easily move it from one area of your home 
to the other - for example, you can move it from your home office 
or kitchen to your TV area to your bedroom. 

•	 Your pup may have been injured and can’t walk long distances. 

•	 It’s good for smaller dogs who have a faster metabolism and tend 
to eliminate more frequently. 

•	 It’s an excellent choice if you live in a high-rise, are not home all 
day, have an erratic schedule, or have mobility or health issues. 

•	 You can clean the indoor potties yourself, and most of them are 
easily cleaned.  

•	 Since the urine drains or is absorbed, your dog doesn’t track it on 
your floors. 

•	 He doesn’t have to hold it as long as he would if his toilet area 
were outside.

Remember that puppies develop muscle control and mental control 
every day and need repetition in order to learn where you want him 
to go. Take him to the potty when he has to go. When he does toilet 
there, tell him what a good dog he is as he is going and give him a 
treat in the potty area immediately after he finishes. Training your 
puppy where you want him to eliminate takes time, patience, and 
consistency, and it will pay off for both of you.

Reprinted with Permission 2016 
petsafe.com

Pawsitive Tips
How to Use an Indoor/Outdoor Potty for Toilet Training

by  Caryl Wolff
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Westminster 2016 Results
Judge Mr Ron Menaker

Best of Breed
GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon 

Breeder:  Julie M Seaton 
Owner:  Julie M Seaton 

Best of Opposite
GCH CH Temora American Maid 

Breeder: Julie M Seaton 
Owner: Julie M Seaton & Zane Smith

SEL Bitch 
GCH CH Christhill First Lady Marie Geneva 

Breeder: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen
Owner: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen

 GCH CH Christhill General Dwight David 
Breeder: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen
Owner: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen

AOM
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Winners Bitch
Temora Bud and Blossom 

Breeder:   Julie M Seaton 
Owner:  Dana Kruetzfeldt & Julie M Seaton

GCH CH Wild West’s Mac Attack 
Breeder:  Eve Steele & Marjo Ahola

Owner:  Eve Steele & David Burnham 
(No Photo)

SEL Dog AOM
GCH CH  Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo 

Breeder:   Kim Occhiuti
Owner:   Kim Occhiuti

(No Photo)

Meet 
The 

Breed
Candids

Ringside
Candids 

photos by Heather Kaufmann
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Why Dogs Eat Grass—a Myth Debunked
Dogs do not eat grass to cause vomiting to relieve stomach distress

After these two preliminary studies the researchers expanded their 
data sample by conducting a large web-based survey which netted 
1,571 usable data sets from dog owners. Once again it was found that 
grass eating was common since 68% of the respondents said their 
dogs ate grass on a daily or weekly basis. Only 8% reported that their 
dogs frequently showed signs of illness before eating grass and 22% 
reported that their dogs regularly vomited afterwards. In the grass eat-
ing dog population they found that it was the younger dogs who ate 
grass most frequently and they were less likely to appear sick before 
or to vomit afterwards. The research did find, however, that if a dog 
showed signs of illness before eating grass it was more likely to vomit 
afterwards.

As for the notion that dogs are eating grass in order to make up for 
some kind of dietary deficiency no support was found. Dogs that had 
their diet regularly supplemented by plant matter (vegetables or fruit) 
were no less likely to eat grass which seems to kill the idea that dogs 
are eating grass to make up for the absence of vegetable matter in 
their normal food intake.

The researchers conclude that grass eating is a common behavior that 
usually occurs in normal dogs and is generally not associated with ill-
ness or dietary needs. They go on to suggest that grass eating may re-
flect an innate predisposition inherited from dogs’ wild ancestors. This 
is supported by research on droppings left by wolves. Such research 
finds evidence of grass in 11 to 47% of the stool samples studied. The 
usefulness of grass eating in these wild canines is that it can help to 
purge intestinal parasites. The plant material passes through the intes-
tinal tract and the fibrous matter increases the intestinal contractions 
and wraps around the worms or nematodes which may be infecting 
the animal. In this way the grass helps to purge the system of these 
potentially harmful parasites. Although most pet dogs are free of such 
worms they nonetheless may still have that predisposition to eat grass 
which was helpful to their ancestors living in the wild.

An alternate suggestion, not made by the researchers, but suggested 
by the veterinarian who raised the question of grass eating with me, is 
that dogs may eat grass simply because they like the taste of it.

Reprinted with Permission 2016 
Stanley Coren Ph.D., F.R.S.C. 
psychologytoday.com

Recently I was giving a one day course in dog behavior. During one of 
the breaks a man came up to me and introduced himself as a veteri-
narian who was attending in order to catch up on the latest informa-
tion about the way dogs think. He then went on to say, “While I’m here 
I thought I’d ask you something which I am always questioned about. 
Almost every week or two one of my clients asks me ‘Why do dogs eat 
grass?’ I normally gave them the answer that I seem to remember from 
when I was in veterinary school, namely that dogs eat grass when their 
stomach is irritated or upset. Supposedly it causes them to vomit and 
this may provide them with some relief. Unfortunately when I looked 
for some scientific data to support that position I could never find 
any, so now I usually add that an alternative reason is that dogs might 
simply like the taste of grass. Do you have a better answer for this 
question?

If you Google the question “Why do dogs eat grass” you will find 
2,520,000 websites that purportedly deal with the issue. I glanced at 
about two dozen of these and every one of them mentioned eating 
grass to deal with an upset stomach and to cause vomiting. I have 
personally never found this explanation to be particularly satisfying 
because the cause and effect issues are all tangled up in it — “Do dogs 
eat grass to make themselves vomit, or do they vomit because they 
ate grass?” The other issue is that many dogs eat grass and don’t end 
up vomiting (like my Beagle, Darby, who loved to munch grass as if it 
were a free salad and never once regurgitated from it afterwards).

The second most popular answer is that dogs evolved from wild 
canines, such as wolves, who hunt and eat mostly grass eating animals 
like mice, rabbits, or deer. When these canines consume their prey 
they will usually eat pretty much all of it, including the grass filled 
stomach of whichever creature they just killed. It is usually suggested 
that there is something in canine physiology that is satisfied by the 
nutrients that might be in the grass, or perhaps the actual roughage 
or fiber that comes from the plants is somehow useful. Regardless of 
which explanation is given, none of the websites I consulted cited any 
scientific research to support their claims.

When I searched the scientific literature I was astonished to find that 
there was only one study dealing with the issue of grass eating and it 
was relatively recent (2008). The research was conducted at the Uni-
versity of California, Davis, by Karen Sueda, Benjamin Hart and Kelly 
Cliff and published in the journal Applied Animal Behavior Science*. 
This report involved a series of surveys that were designed to test the 
hypotheses that most plant eating in dogs is associated with illness 
and results in vomiting, or that grass eating is associated with some 
kind of dietary deficiency.

The initial study was a survey of 25 veterinary students who had pet 
dogs. All of the students reported that their dogs ate grass. None 
reported seeing any signs of illness before their dogs ate the grass and 
only 8% said that their dogs regularly vomited after eating it.

The researchers then conducted a second survey which involved 47 
dog owners who had brought their pets to the UC Davis teaching 
hospital for outpatient care. This group reinforced the fact that grass 
eating was quite common since 79% had observed their dogs eating 
plants (mostly grass). When questioned about their dog’s behavior 
before and after eating grass it was found that signs of illness were 
infrequent (only four dogs) and vomiting afterward was also not com-
mon (only six dogs).
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 Fetch They Said... 
It Would Be Fun They Said...

 - Cheryl Bradley
Facebook “Caption This” Contest Winner



Long before you pull out the tracking flags, dust off the utility articles 
or decide that your dog needs to learn how to use his nose, he’s busy 
using his nose to explore his world. The sense of smell is functional at 
birth, and from the moment he’s born, your dog lives in a world rich 
with scents. All you need to do is teach the dog specifically how you 
want him to use his astonishing olfactory powers. The easiest way to 
accomplish this is through games. The Scent Work Games presented 
below are suitable for any breed at any age from 6 weeks on, but 
we recommend strongly that these games be a regular part of your 
puppy’s development. All of these games stress reliance on his nose, 
not his eyesight.

To avoid confusing your dog, we recommend you choose one word 
which indicates food or dog toys (we use “SEEK”), and a completely 
different word for objects with human scent or people themselves (we 
use “FIND IT”). In this fashion, the dog is always clear about WHAT he’s 
looking for with his nose and will not confuse food scents with human 
scent. One of the most common problems with using food to teach 
scent discrimination or tracking is that you must ultimately teach the 
dog that the food is not what you really meant at all!

WHICH HAND? This is the simplest of all games. With food or a toy in 
only one hand, present both closed hands to the dog. Ask him, “Which 
one?” You may improve upon this game by insisting he touch with a 
paw or scratch lightly at the correct hand before receiving his treat, or 
simply have his nose bump your hand. If he gets it wrong, show him 
the correct hand but DO NOT give the treat! Just try again. Add lots of 
dramatic flair to this – dogs love a good show.

LIGHTS OUT This one is great fun for the dog. Show your dog a treat 
(preferably crunchy) or his favorite toy, and then place it out of his 
sight but easily accessible in a dark room. Tell him to SEEK – follow him 
in to listen for his success which you will praise enthusiastically. Obvi-
ously, the rewards for the dog are multiple – he gets a treat or finds his 
toy plus a very happy handler. If using a toy, be sure to reward his find 
with some play before starting again.

When multiple treats or toys are used, this particular game helps to 
build persistence and trust in the handler. The dog may initially find 
only 2 out of 3 treats, but he quickly discovers that persistence in 
searching when you give the SEEK command pays off. He learns to 
believe you – there really is another one there!

You can increase the difficulty of LIGHTS OUT by hiding the cookies 
in less accessible places (like in a shoe, or placed on a low shelf.) This 
can be practiced outdoors as well as in your car, or a parking lot or 
anywhere else!

HIDE & SEEK This is a doggy favorite best played at night or in a dark-
ened house initially. Partially open closets are great (closed closets may 
not allow sufficient scent to escape), as are shower stalls/tubs with 
the curtain drawn, standing behind an open door, crouching behind a 
bush, standing very still near a tree (dogs, like all predators, distinguish 
movement much better than stationary objects) or sitting on a picnic 
table or laying across your car’s trunk, or wherever!

To add to the dog’s eagerness (or in the event that you are unable to 
sneak away or can’t leave the dog), have someone hold the dog. They 
should be verbally exciting to the dog, asking, “Where did she go? 
What is she gets lost? Can you FIND her?” and release the dog with a 
FIND IT command.

Give the dog a chance to work it out, but if he passes you more than 
twice, give him a “clue” by making a noise AFTER he’s passed you the 
third time. A good clue is a distinctive but brief sound, such as clearing 
your throat or a short whistle that does not allow the dog to find you 
by using his hearing, but helps him target the general area you are 
in for further investigation with his nose. However the dog finds you, 
tons of praise is to be heaped upon his head, and of course a treat or 
two never hurts. Toy motivated dogs will delight in a game of fetch or 
tugging as a reward.

As the dog gets more skilled at HIDE & SEEK, you can increase the diffi-
culty of the game by throwing a blanket or tarp over yourself, not mov-
ing until the dog actually touches you, or even hiding in an area that 
the dog can smell you, see you (or part of you) but cannot get to you. 
This is useful for teaching a scratch or bark alert if desired (commonly 
used in drug work/search and rescue training). ALWAYS praise the dog 
generously for his brilliance.

WHAT A KLUTZ This game allows you to show the dog how impor-
tant his nose is to you. Dogs like to feel useful, and this particular 
game helps boost a dog’s confidence and self importance. As you are 
walking, discreetly drop an object you have been carrying or held in 
your pocket. Continue walking for 10-15 steps, then stop as if mildly 
concerned, patting your pockets and looking around. Here’s your 
chance to really put on a performance! Ask the dog, “Where is it? Can 
you help? Can you FIND IT?”

Begin walking back towards the spot where you dropped the article, 
encouraging the dog to sniff the ground by pointing and telling him 
to FIND IT. As you get closer to the object, give the dog a little room 
so that he can find it all by himself. If he needs help, try a subtle kick 
of the object (after all, you are the klutz who dropped it – why not 
go ahead and trip over it too?) to bring it to his attention while you 
pretend not to notice. Once the dog indicates the article, make a huge 
fuss over this genius who has saved you from dropping an old glove!

Scent Games – Educating Your Dog’s Nose
by John Rice & Suzanne Clothier
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Vary the type of article you use, and be sure to include metal objects 
such as car keys, a crumpled soda can, even a ring or bracelet you have 
worn. Obviously, be careful when you drop these and be sure you can 
find them again! Don’t use valuable items – just facsimiles. Your dog’s 
ability and willingness to work on metal objects will be helpful in the 
Utility ring, but more importantly, this skill could come in very handy 
some day should you lose your car keys. NOTE: Metal/hard objects do 
not hold scent as well as fabric or leather. This does not mean that your 
dog can’t find them, just that his reaction may be different and he will 
probably have to work closer to the object before locating it.

The difficulty of WHAT A KLUTZ can be increased by: longer periods 
of time between the drop and the search, having the object thrown 
to the side or even off the path you are traveling, and multiple object 
drops. Especially fun are surprise set-ups where you plant an object 
along a path before taking the dog that way. You may point out the 
object to the dog with a question of “What’s that?” and praise him for 
investigating, or walk past it and then send him back with a FIND IT 
command. This is a great preparation for tracking dogs who must learn 
to indicate on found items. A final twist for tracking prospects is the 
addition of objects dropped by people other than yourself. Be warned 
– this can be so much fun for the dog that he’ll gladly show you all the 
neat trash dropped by other folks along the street, in the rest areas, 
etc.! John had been shown some unusual objects by his dogs while 
simply out walking.

3-2-1-FIND IT Use a favorite toy or even just a stick that you come 
across in the woods. After a few moments of playing with object, 
hold the dog as you throw the object into grass, brush, woods thick 
enough to lightly disguise the object. The dog may see and “mark” 
the fall of the object, but as the difficulty of the game increases, this 
will only help him define the area he needs to search. Once the object 
has landed and stopped moving, count to 3 before releasing the dog 
to “FIND IT.” You may gradually increase the time before releasing the 
dog, and of course, the heaviness of the cover (one good reason to 
avoid mowing your lawn regularly!)

THINGS THAT GET LOST IN THE NIGHT Using the same rules as 3-2-1-
Find It, this game relies on the natural cover of darkness to encourage 
the dog to use his nose. Instead of marking the fall with his eyes, your 
dog may listen carefully. Once again, this only helps the dog narrow 
the area he will have to search. This can be played inside (throwing the 
object into a dark closet, corner or room) or outside. When beginning 
this game, don’t get too enthusiastic and throw the toy very far. The 
point of all these games is success, not frustration for the dog. Also, be 
sure YOU know where the heck it landed in case the dog needs some 
help.

ONE & ONLY This is a more advanced scent game, but extremely useful 
to teach the dog the concept that only one object is desired from a 
group of similar objects. I normally start this with tennis balls (my dogs’ 
favorites). Play with the dog for several minutes with the One & Only 
object you’ll want the dog to find. This allows your scent (as well as 
lots of good dog spit) to thoroughly cover the object. Then move off 
to an area where you have planted several similar objects. Throw the 
One & Only into that area, using a 3-2-1-Find It technique. If the dog 
picks up an incorrect object, say nothing as you take it and put it down 
or pocket it, but with enthusiasm, give the FIND IT command again, 
leading the dog back to the general area to be searched if needed. Ob-
viously, when the dog gets it right, reward this with a minute or two of 
play before repeating ONE & ONLY again. This can be combined with 
the more difficult levels of 3-2-1-FIND IT for really advanced discrimina-
tion by the dog.

Once your dog has mastered these games, any formal scent discrimi-
nation exercise becomes a snap for that educated nose. Furthermore, 
you have learned to understand just how powerfully discriminating 
a dog’s nose can be, and to trust that when it comes to working in a 
world of scent,your best bet is to follow the guy who knows what he’s 
doing – your dog.

Reprinted with Permission 2016 
thehydrantblog.com 
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Pet Tips  
Nose to Nose Greeting With Puppies

Last night I had the opportunity to visit with a group of seven-week-
old Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever puppies. Since I hope to be able 
to have one of the boys from the litter I played with them at bit, and 
then lifted each one to my face and touched my nose to theirs. This is 
my version of the nose-to-nose greeting that dogs often use. It is quite 
common for adult dogs to engage in nose touching with puppies. 
Dogs also frequently use nose touches when greeting other non-
threatening species. A quick scan of the many images that you can find 
on the Internet will find you dozens of photographs of dogs touching 
noses with cats, kittens, horses, and young children (usually when they 
happened to be crawling across the floor).

Although nose-to-nose touches are primarily a greeting, they also can 
serve as a method of gathering information about the other individual 
(click here to see more about that). When I engage in nose-to-nose 
touching of a young puppy, I am not only trying to engage in a friendly 
greeting, but I am looking at how the puppy responds. I believe that 
the puppy who responds fearfully, or who turns away and refuses to 
make eye contact might well grow up to be a timid dog. The pups that 
I’m looking for are the ones that look directly at me, and then perhaps 
give a positive social response such as licking at my face.

The breeder, who has veterinary training, and is extremely knowledge-
able and conscientious in her breeding and puppy rearing methods, 
watched while I touched my nose to one of the bigger, more active, 
male puppies. She then warned “Watch out or you will get your nose 
bitten!”

It is certainly the case that attempting a nose-to-nose touch with an 
adult dog is not really advisable unless you are very familiar with the 
dog, and sure about its reactions. Take, as an example, the case of 
Meggie, the Scottish Terrier that President Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
owned before the arrival of his most famous dog, Fala. Meggie had 
developed into a pushy dog, however Roosevelt’s wife Eleanor refused 
to let anyone discipline her. So Meggie terrorized the housemaids at 
the White House by chasing them down the halls and biting at their 
brooms, mops, and dusters. Word about her rowdy behavior had 
leaked out and the famous newspaper reporter Bess Furman decided 
to explore the story a bit further. During an interview with the presi-
dent (which actually focused on more serious matters) she brought 
up the issue of Meggie’s  delinquency. Roosevelt laughed and said “I 
am not with her all of the time, 
perhaps you had best ask her 
about these reports.”

Furman patted the seat beside 
her and Meggie responded 
to the invitation by jumping 
up on the sofa. Then, Furman 
looked directly into the Terrier’s 
eyes as she asked in a serious 
voice “Meggie, have you been 
a naughty dog? Come now and 
confess to the public what you 
have really done.” The Terrier’s 
response was to give the re-
porter a sharp bite on her nose!

On the other hand, some puppy breeders believe that nose-to-nose 
touching should be part of the socialization process for young dogs. 
I know that it is used by one well-known breeder of Corgis. These 
dogs are bred to nip at the feet of sheep and cattle in order to move 
them. This inborn trait often results in Corgis also using their teeth to 
nip at anyone who annoys them in any way. For example, the Queen 
of England has been bitten several times by her Corgis. However this 
Corgi breeder uses nose-to-nose touching several times each day with 
her litters of puppies. She tells me that she has never once been bitten 
or snapped at by a puppy. Furthermore, although she has not kept 
systematic records, she claims that as a result her dogs are much less 
likely to try to bite people when they mature.

I also believe that it is highly unlikely that a puppy will act aggressively 
if you attempt a nose-to-nose greeting. This seems to be confirmed in 
an article recently accepted for publication in The Veterinary Journal*. 
A team of researchers headed by Petr Rezac from the Department of 
Animal Morphology, Physiology and Genetics at the Mendel University 
in the Czech Republic gathered complete data on 132 incidents where 
people were bitten in the face. The most likely action to trigger a bite 
on the face is when a human abruptly bends over a dog (76%). People 
who place their faces very near to the dog’s face may also trigger a 
bite (19%), while gazing into the dog’s eyes closely accounts for 5%. In 
this data set every one of the bites to the face came from an adult dog 
— not one incident involved a puppy biting a human’s face during an 
interaction.

While the socialization value of nose-to-nose touching in puppies is 
still only anecdotal, it does seem, on the basis of this data, that you are 
not placing your own nose in jeopardy when you greet a puppy in this 
manner.

Reprinted with Permission 2016 
Stanley Coren Ph.D., F.R.S.C. 
psychologytoday.com 

Nose to nose touches may be a safe addition to puppy socialization
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Australian Terrier Rescue
The Adjustment Period 

Adopters should expect that their new dog will need some time to ad-
just to its new family including resident pets, new schedule, new home 
environment and new communication style. Major life changes impose 
significant stress on dogs whether they are rescue dogs or not. This 
can include anytime the dogs routine is significantly changed, such as 
a change in home, addition of a new family member or pet, change 
in family dynamics, etc. During this adjustment period, the new dog 
may exhibit behavior that it will not otherwise exhibit after it adjusts to 
its new life. This may include having house training accidents, mak-
ing serious efforts to escape including bolting out the door, jumping 
fences, digging under fences, attempting to avoid interactions with its 
new owners, and excessive barking among others. They may also have 
decreased appetite or an upset stomach or similar.

We are committed to our dogs and encourage new adopters to stay in 
contact with their Coordinator to work through the usual training is-
sues that may arise during the adjustment period. Should the adoption 
not work out, we require, as per the signed Adoption Agreement and 
Release form, that the dog be returned to ATR. However, we do expect 
that anyone who adopts one of our dogs is willing to work through 
the usual issues that arise during the adjustment period. Our help and 
support is always available to you for the life of your dog.

The dog may be on its best behavior for a few days and may then show 
some negative behaviors, or it may be stressed enough to show some 
negative behaviors immediately, or it may not show any negative 
behaviors at all. Just remember that all dogs are individuals.

Your new dog does not know that you are its new home. All it knows 
is that once again it is in a different environment, with different smells, 
different noises, different people who treat it in different way, includ-
ing giving it different commands and allowing different behaviors, 
feed it differently and maybe have other animals or children for it to 
adjust to. Your dog needs TIME to do just that, adjust to everything 
new in its live. All these new things and your expectations are going to 
cause your dog some initial stress until it adjusts to its new life.

This is one description 
of what your new dog 
recent background might 
have been like. “Imagine 
being air-dropped, alone, 
into a strange country 
where nothing is familiar, 
you do not know anyone, 
the rules of acceptable 
behavior have changed 
and you cannot speak 
the language. It would 
be confusing, if not 
downright scary and you 

would be bound to offend a few people before you got the hang of 
things. This is probably similar to how your new Rescue Dog is going 
to feel once they reach your home. As far as they know, you are just 
another part of the parade of people who have passed through their 
life lately and your home is just another stopover.

The rescue dog you are adopting has been through a difficult journey 
that started when 
their family gave them 
up or they became 
lost. They may have 
been under stress 
or neglected in their 
past life or frightened 
by being homeless. 
Their first stop was 
likely at a loud and 
scary animal shelter. 
In the process of 
getting rescued, they 
were handled, bathed 
and petted by a sea 
of strangers. Once 
deemed healthy and 
ready for adoption, 
they were placed 
in one of our foster 
homes or a boarding 
kennel- another new 
environment with 
more happy strangers and another new routine. They have, now, at 
long last found a new person of their own although they do not know 
or understand it yet.

Thus, it is best if you could give your new dog three or more days with 
very little demands, including not talking to them, petting them, or 
doing anything which adds more stress to them while they adjusts. It 
is best to keep them adequately and completely supervised by using a 
crate, dog kennel, or tying them to a piece of furniture in your vicinity, 
taking them on walks for an appropriate amount of exercise and taking 
them outside at appropriate times while otherwise ignoring them for 
several days until they start getting used to their new life and sched-
ule. Walks may be the best form of exercise at least initially because 
they may not want to play ball or other games until they adjust to their 
new environment.

Courtesy of Golden State German Shepherd Rescue 
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One of the best things you can do for your dog, yourself, and other 
pets if you have them, is carefully monitor them for the first weeks. 
They will not be able to develop bad habits such as digging, destroying 
your property, chasing your cats (if you have them), have house train-
ing accidents or similar, if they is appropriately monitored. You can use 
a combination of a crate, covered dog kennel, or tying them to a piece 
of furniture in your vicinity or tying them to your waist. When you 
think they are adjusting to their new life, you can start adding short 
free roam periods, perhaps letting them drag a leash to give you some 
control if needed (if they are completely supervised so the leash does 
not get caught in something and choke them) and see how they does 
with additional freedom. You can gradually extend their free times and 
include times they are 
unattended such as 
when you walk to get 
your mail. If all goes 
well you can extend 
the unsupervised 
time to the periods of 
time they will eventu-
ally be left alone.
Another thing you 
can do to speed 
up the adjustment 
process is to establish 
a consistent routine 
so your dog knows 
what to expect. This 
includes how many 
times a day you feed 
him, how many times 
a day you exercise 
them, when you put 
them to bed and 
when you let them 
outside. Part of the reason your dog experiences stress in the adjust-
ment period is they do not know what to expect. A consistent routine 
can give them security and help them adjust quicker.

Keep in mind that most of us are dog lovers not dog trainers. Even 
having had dogs for years does not mean that we can solve all, or even 
many, behavior problems. In addition, a dog may display behaviors 
with a soft or inexperienced owner that it will not display with an own-
er more proficient at providing leadership. Also, there is a wide range 
of dog temperaments from easy, calm, social, to dominant, willful and 
confident. Some temperaments are much more difficult to handle than 
others. It is often helpful if the entire family can attend one or more 
obedience courses during which you will develop a bond with your 
dog and find out ways to manage any undesirable behaviors you may 
observe. The earlier you effectively correct undesirable behaviors the 
easier it is to stop them.

Attempts to Avoid You and/or Escape

Your new dog will need time to develop a bond with you and to realize 
that you are his new owner. During this time he may try to avoid you 
by running away from you in the house and trying not to let you touch 
him. Don’t push him to be petted or to interact with you. If you let him 
come to you for attention when he is ready, it will help him be more 
trustful about building a bond with you. Don’t forget you are interact-
ing with him in a more neutral and less stressful way by taking him on 
walks, feeding him, and taking him out to go to the bathroom. Once 
he realizes you are his new family he will interact with you the way you 
saw him interact with his foster family. He just needs time to adjust to 
the new, temporarily stressful changes in his life and build a bond with 
you.

He may also try to bolt out doors, jump the backyard fence or dig un-
der the fence if left alone, or may run away if you let him off leash in a 
public place, etc. To avoid having your dog escape you can put him on 
a leash when you bring him outside for the first few days. This can also 
help you train him to go to the bathroom in a specific area. You can 
leave him in a roofed kennel or a crate if you are gone for short periods 
of time. You should not let your dog off leash in a public area until he 
is over the adjust period AND unless you are certain he will return to 
you immediately whenever you call him no matter what the distraction 
(e.g. squirrels, cats, other dogs, children, etc.).

Nervous Behaviors

Your dog may whine, bark and pace or appear anxious and needy dur-
ing the adjustment period. It usually helps if you can ignore any nega-
tive behavior while keeping her adequately and completely supervised 
by using a crate, dog kennel, or tying her to a piece of furniture in your 
vicinity or to your waist, taking her on walks for an appropriate amount 
of exercise and taking her outside at appropriate times until she starts 
getting used to her new life and schedule and settles down.

Refusal to Eat or Indigestion

Your dog may refuse to eat all, or most, of his food after you first bring 
him home. It may help if you add a few tablespoons of wet dog food, 
or a small amount of chicken broth or similar to encourage him to eat. 
If he doesn’t eat for more than two days contact his prior fosterer or 
your vet.

He may also have indigestion or similar that manifests itself by him 
throwing up and/or having diarrhea. Contact your vet if this lasts 
longer than a day.

House training Issues

Even if your dog is house trained she may have one or more accidents 
during the adjustment period because neither of you are used to each 
others schedule and/ or her food changes require her to go out more 
frequently than you expected. In general you will not experience any 
problems if you keep her adequately and completely supervised by us-
ing a crate, dog kennel, or tie her to a piece of furniture in your vicinity 
or your waist, taking her outside at appropriate times until she starts 
getting used to her new life and schedule. Nature’s Miracle can be 
useful for cleaning up any accidents that may occur until you and your 
dog get used to each others schedules.

Common Symptoms of Stress You May 
See During the Adjustment Period
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NOHS and the Dreaded (or Welcomed) Asterisk (*)
October 19, 2015 - SHOWSIGHT Magazine

by Caroline Coile

I can’t believe I am writing a column about an asterisk. Or that one tiny 
“*” can cause so much debate. But if you’re a judge, steward or exhibi-
tor in the NOHS series, you probably have an opinion on the AKC’s 
new policy: “Effective January 1, 2016, exhibits that entered as eligible for 
NOHS will be marked in the judges book with an asterisk (*). Indicating 
NOHS eligible dogs in the judges book will enable the judge to verify that 
only eligible dogs are being considered as well as ensuring that all eligible 
dogs are in the ring. It will enable the judge and ring steward to work 
corroboratively to provide a positive experience for the NOHS exhibitors. 
Results from the most recent survey revealed that NOHS exhibitors are in 
favor of this change.”

I took that survey. I voted “no” as did every other NOHS exhibitor I 
knew of. So it came as a surprise to see this new policy. Judging from 
the following responses, it came as a disappointment to even more. 
Here’s a sample, not only of the responses against the asterisk, but also 
including the few in favor of it:

•	  This is exactly what we DON’T want. My perception has always 
been that the AKC’s creation of the NOHS was in response to 
growing frustration among owner-handlers that they were not 
getting a fair look from judges when competing with pros.

•	 In my personal experience, I have had a judge ask her final “line 
up” whether she had any owner-handlers and being VERY sur-
prised when I raised my hand. There is absolutely no reason for 
the judge to have this information prior to judging. It eliminates 
the anonymity that has allowed for fairer judging. How do we get 
this change reversed?

•	 I am done competing in OH. AKC is slowly trying to have two 
shows: one for paid handlers and one for non-paid handlers. May-
be they don’t even realize it, but that is what is happening. When 
I have a special in the ring, I want the breed points. But now, with 
the asterisk, it looks like all I am there for is the OH BOB. Wrong! 
All too often I have heard the judges grumble when they have 
to judge the OH group and even have heard the groups called 
“real” groups, as if the OH are not. From now on, my dog won’t be 
eligible. Wonder how many others will stop checking the box?

•	 I disagree with the change because of the discrimination factor. 
I completed that survey and said no. Absolutely not. The judges 
don’t need to know who is an owner handler until they have 
placed the Breed class. Very disappointed.

•	 I am fine with the change and the reason judges have given me 
that they are happy with the change, make a lot of sense. They 
want and need to know before the steward does or does not tell 
them to work off those who have qualified for the O/H ribbon. It 
is still their ring and so often if the steward forgets or does not 
get it right as to how it should work, the judge is ultimately still 
responsible for his or her ring. They literally stand there not know-
ing they still have some work to do. Works for me...

•	 It isn’t fair to specifically designate who is the non-professional 
handler. How would it be to designate who is the pro handler in 
the judge’s book for the judges to see?

•	 It stinks. And I don’t believe the survey results. And even if it’s true 
they apparently now are really singling out us owner handlers.

•	 I am so sorry to hear this... They will now know from the moment 
they check your armband off walking into the ring that you’re an 
OH. Very disappointing. I may very well elect not to check the box 
in the future.

•	 The steward can tell the judge after placements have been made 
every dog that is eligible and let the judge take it from there. 
There are lots of other solutions to let the judges have control 
over their ring than adding the info to their book. I am a frequent 
ring steward and it isn’t that hard to figure out. This is extremely 
disappointing.

•	 I certainly won’t be checking that OH eligible box. This is very 
disappointing.

•	 If you don’t like it, don’t play. I enjoy going toe-to-toe with the 
good handlers in BOB...

•	 I think it’s been said a few times, judges don’t need an “*” by the 
number in their book to know the OHs. Those are the handlers 
they don’t recognize—unless of course they happen to be 
breeder-owner-handlers that have been showing for decades.

•	 Everyone is going to know the big pros...but there are lots of 
other people paid to show dogs that even I don’t know and there 
is no way a judge can know who every pro in the ring is. Now that 
it will be spelled out for them; however, they will.

•	 Looks to me like their goal is to destroy owner handling event 
or make sure the judges know who the pros are to ensure they 
get all the wins. With so many new judges who don’t know who 
the young pros are, it points them out. And the NOHS is getting 
so big I think the judges are getting fed up with all this added 
to their jobs and are probably asking for more pay which is now 
pissing off clubs.

•	 People will come up with all sorts of excuses and reasons for not 
winning—some valid, others not so much. Bottom line, have 
a good representative of the breed, train and groom it to be 
competitive and train yourself to be indistinguishable from the 
people who handle dogs for a living!

•	 You hit the nail squarely on the head. Do all of the things to pres-
ent a quality dog and “train yourself to be indistinguishable from 
the people who handle dogs for a living.” That’s what I’ve worked 
to do and, given the success our girl has enjoyed, I believe I’ve 
done fairly well. This rule change, however, makes it possible for 
judges to distinguish OHs from pros.

•	 But now with the rule change judges WILL be able to distinguish 
between the owner handlers and pros, no matter if the owner 
handlers bring their A game. Sorry, but the rule change just does 
more to unlevel the playing field.
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•	 I don’t think is it that much of a problem. I have a great dog and 
have won over many of the good handlers. I know what judges 
to enter and some to avoid. If you avoid those that don’t judge 
fairly they will not make the money and that is how we should be 
making this statement to the judges: Look at our dogs fairly or 
you won’t get my money.

•	  We have very few OH shows in our area (as compared to other 
parts of the country)... We do enter them, but we are not con-
vinced this OH series is good for the fancy. (Granddaughter says it 
screams to the judge give me OH, not breed.) Equally, we would 
not be that thrilled with a Pro only series... I think we better all get 
to being “equal in the ring” and for the “judging of dog (to their 
breed standard)”, to come back to life, to put some life back into 
the sport... just my opinion, but I know many who feel the same...”

•	 There is no “equal in the ring” as long as judges perceive that (a) 
pros handle only the best dogs so it’s safe to award them when 
I’m insecure about my knowledge of the standard or (b) pros are 
more likely to provide some kind of “tit for tat” that OHs cannot.

•	 Not really a fan of owner handlers being pointed out in the 
judges catalog. I haven’t seriously targeted doing NOHS, but this 
makes it less appealing to me.

•	 In my opinion, a judge doesn’t need an asterisk to know who is 
and isn’t an owner handler, so who cares if it makes the process 
simpler.

•	 This differentiation is the reason I don’t participate in NOHS, and 
the asterisk will be yet more separation of the fancy into players 
and hobbyists.

•	 Most judges don’t look at the judges book until time to mark 
placements. I doubt anyone would look at numbers ahead of the 
class they are marking.

  

•	 I think the concern is that the asterisk would be noticeable at the 
time the judge is marking entries present. And while it won’t mat-
ter under confident judges, it could cloud the perception under 
less confident ones.

•	 Are they KIDDING? They want to make sure the judge knows, by 
way of the judge’s book, who is a pro and who is not? I thought 
they were there to judge DOGS! Not only will I not be showing in 
OH any more, I may second think showing in AKC! Speechless...

•	 As a judge, I like this. It’s annoying not to know if you have every-
one who is eligible in the ring and this will solve the problem.

•	 This is a good thing. Stewards make mistakes and the judge has 
to rely on them for the information. Judges won’t be looking at 
a catalog and still rely on the steward, but will at least be able to 
correct an error if need be by asterisk verification.

•	 Nothing like making sure the judge knows you’re not a handler!

•	 I am absolutely certain when the judges are alerted to the owner-
handlers, ahead of their judging, many of them will put up the 
professionally-handled dogs for regular Best of Breed; no matter 
how beautiful, and greatly handled the OH dog... I do not want to 
jeopardize outcomes for my beautiful dogs, before the judging 
has even started.

•	 From a judge’s perspective (albeit a minor one), I have FAR too 
many things on my mind to pay attention to asterisks in my book 
during check in.

•	 So let’s see: Dress like a professional, groom like a professional, 
present my dog like a professional—but oops, now I am “outed!” 
Well guess what: I am there to compete WITH the professionals, 
not for a consolation prize. Guess that’s the end of NOHS for me.

The NOHS is controversial enough, in that it acknowledges pros and 
OHs may not be playing on a level field. Of course, we hope that is due 
to talent, not favoritism or subliminal perception. Does designating an 
OH to the judge make it more or less about the dog? Will some judges 
really think OHs are just there to win OH BOB?

It will be interesting to see if one little “*” can affect entries.

Reprinted with Permisison 2016 
SHOWSIGHT Magazine 
showsightmagazine.com
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Puppy Fitness That Fits 
The Puppy
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Puppies Are Soft Core
In addition to having soft growth plates at the end of long bones, a 
puppy’s bones in general are “softer.” Dogs, like people, don’t reach 
their maximum bone density until after puberty.

Spiral fractures of the tibia (lower leg bone) are very common in 
puppies - 50% of all fractures occur in puppies under 1 year of age.  A 
spiral fracture is where the bottom half of the bone twists in one direc-
tion and the top half 
twists in the other.

This kind of juvenile 
injury is known as 
“Toddler Fracture” 
in humans, and it’s 
thought to be caused 
by the fact that the 
outside, fibrous layer of 
the bone (periosteum) 
is relatively strong in 
relation to the elastic 
bone  inside.  So any 
exercise that puts 
torque on (twists) a 
bone puts the puppy at 
risk for a fracture.

Puppies Are In It For The Short Run 
Puppies don’t have the cardiovascular system for endurance.  Further-
more, until they mature,  they’re probably not able build much endur-
ance no matter how much they exercise.

In human children, sustained exercise only increases aerobic capac-
ity by up to 10%.  In adults, that kind of exercise can increase aerobic 
capacity by up to 30%.  Long walks and exercise sessions increase risk 
of injury  and yield few benefits for puppies, so endurance training is 
better left until the puppies have grown up.

Strong Minds In Strong Bodies 
Exercise not only builds the puppies’ bodies, it helps build their minds, 
but exercise that’s not appropriate for a puppy’s age and development 
can cause significant and irreversible damage. What would be a simple 
sprain in an adult dog could leave a puppy with a misshapen or short-
ened limb, so this is a subject that should be taken seriously.

No Bones About It, Puppies Aren’t Miniature Adults 
The first consideration with puppy exercise is something called 
“growth plates.”  Growth plates are soft areas that sit at the ends of the 
long bones in puppies and young dogs.  They contain rapidly dividing 
cells that allow bones to become longer until the end of puberty. 
Growth plates gradually thin as hormonal changes approaching 
puberty signal the growth plates to close.  In puppies, this closure is 
normally completed by approximately 18 months old.

Until the growth plates close, they’re soft and vulnerable to injury.  
After sexual maturity, the growth plates calcify and the rapid cell 

division ends.  The growth plate becomes a stable, inactive, part of 
the bone, now known as an epiphyseal line. A dog’s bones are held 
together with muscles, tendons, and ligaments - soft tissue.  In an 
adult dog, if a joint experiences a stress such as bending the wrong 
way or rotating too much, the bones will hold firm and a soft tissue 
will be pulled, resulting in a sprain.  In a puppy, however, his muscles, 
ligaments and tendons are stronger than his growth plates, so instead 
of a simple sprain, his growth plate is liable to be injured - the puppy’s 
own soft tissue can pull apart 
his growth plate.

Why this matters so much is 
that, unlike a sprain, injuries 
to the growth plate may not 
heal properly or not heal in 
time for the puppy to grow 
up straight and strong.  Injury 
to a growth plate can result 
in a misshapen or shortened 
limb which, in turn, can create 
an incorrect angle to a joint 
which can make the puppy 
more prone to yet more inju-
ries when he grows up.

by Jane Killion
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Kibble Trail 
Kibble trails are also a great way to tire out a puppy both mentally 
and physically.  Remember, dogs generally don’t naturally go on long 
“marches” - they tend to noodle around and stop and sniff a lot as they 
go.  Kibble trails allow puppies to stay outside a long time and cover a 
lot of ground in a very natural way.

Be A Puppy Matchmaker 
Play with a well-matched and gentle playmate is ideal.  Size is a factor, 
as a very large dog, especially one that likes to play with a lot of paw 
whacks, can inadvertently injure a young or small breed puppy.

That being said, a gentle Wolf Hound may be a better playmate than a 
feisty Jack Russell Terrier who likes to body slam.  Keep a very care-
ful eye out and be prepared to throw handfuls of cookies down to 
interrupt any overly physical play.  Body slams and crazy rolls are spiral 
fractures waiting to happen!

Soft Landings 
Jumping off of beds and couches are major causes of  spiral fractures 
in puppies - we are constantly on guard until our puppies reach two 
years old and keep them off furniture and beds unless we’re there to 
help them off.  We also use heavy carpet pads and carpets around all 
furniture and beds to cushion impact, should a young (or old) dog slip 
by and get up on a high piece of furniture.

You can start training in agility but no jumping higher than wrist 
height until 6 months old, no jumping higher than elbow height until 
18 months old.

Play Nice 
Puppies often have more “will” than “way” when it come to chasing 
toys and will not stop until they are literally on top of the toy, caus-
ing both heavy impact and twisting on the bones and soft tissue. We 
advise rolling balls or dragging toys on the ground for all puppies.  Tug 
toys should be held low and steady - don’t pull up or back on your 
puppy’s neck!

Puppies naturally exercise in small bursts of activity, not sustained walks 

Bubble Puppies Don’t Build Bone 
After reading about growth plates and toddler fractures, you may find 
yourself clutching your puppy, afraid to let him move lest he breaks a 
limb.  Relax!  Not only is appropriate exercise not dangerous for your 
puppy, exercise has been shown to increase bone density in children.

Furthermore, those children who exercised were a whopping 50% 
less likely to fracture a bone. There’s every reason to believe the same 
holds true for dogs, so appropriate exercise is key to building strong 
bones in your puppy and preventing adult fractures.  So let’s talk 
about guidelines for puppy exercise.

Guidelines For Puppy Exercise 
Self Directed Play is an overriding rule for any puppy under 18 months 
old.  The majority of his exercise should be free play, exploring, and 
noodling around. If he shows any fatigue, flops down, refuses to walk, 
you should listen to him and let him rest.

Repetition Is Your Enemy 
Probably the biggest cause of growth plate and soft tissue injury is 
repetitive exercise with a young puppy.  So, until he’s about 18 months 
old, long hikes and walks are out and lots of free-play sessions are in.

Sniff N Stroll 
While long hikes are out, just tooling around in the backyard with 
you is great.  If you don’t have a backyard, short, rambling walks are 
perfect.  Let your puppy sniff, explore and take it at his own pace.  You 
can intersperse short training sessions in your walks to work on heel-
ing/loose leash walking, but the majority of the walk should be at your 
puppy’s own pace and at his discretion.

Speaking of hikes, if you’re an outdoorsy type of person, you should 
bring your puppy along on hikes - its great socialization for puppies 
under 12 weeks old, and great enrichment for older puppies. But just 
like when you take a small child on a walk,  be prepared to carry your 
puppy a good portion of the way.  If you’re jogging or walking on a 
manicured trail or paved park road, consider investing a puppy stroller 
to put your tyke in for most of the walk.
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Puppy Excercise Chart
We’ve put together a handy reference chart for you for puppies from 8 
weeks through adulthood.  Before you jump in, here’s a few things we 
want you to know:

•	 These are guidelines based on our personal experience with 
broken toes, broken bones, soft tissue injuries, torn cruciate liga-
ments, and all other manner of exercise and play injuries in the 33 
years that we’ve had Bull Terriers. You may find it too conservative 
or not conservative enough, but this is our best recommendation 
based on our experience and the available studies.

•	 I am not a veterinarian and this is not intended as veterinary 
advice.  You should always consult your breeder and veterinarian 
about the best exercise program for your puppy.

•	 Sex hormones are what signal growth plates to close, so If your 
puppy was neutered before around 18 months old, he will have 
some delay in growth plate closure, and he will also have uneven 
growth in his bones resulting in joint angles that could be more 
liable to injury.  A more conservative approach may be warranted 
with early spay/neutered dogs.

•	 These ages for growth plate closure are only generalities and will 
vary from puppy to puppy.  There will also be a differences in rec-
ommendation based on your dog’s breed - giant breed puppies’ 
growth plates tend to close later and small breed puppies growth 
plates close earlier.

•	 There are breed-specific orthopedic concerns which are not ad-
dressed here.

•	 For any dog that you wish to enroll in a strenuous performance 
career, we highly recommend doing x-rays to confirm growth 
plate closure before proceeding with any intense training.

Reprinted With Permission 2016 
Copyright © 2014 
Puppyculture.com 
All rights reserved

For further reading and citations to the studies and findings 
mentioned in this article:

For a complete program on age appropriate fitness for performance 
puppies and dogs, see Chris Zink, DVM, and Janet Van Dyke’s book, 
Canine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation.

Chart of average closure times of different epiphyseal plates in dogs: 
http://www.provet.co.uk/health/diagnostics/growthplatedogs.htm

Explanation of Toddler’s fracture:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toddler%27s_fracture

Article on the effects of growth plate injuries in puppies:
http://www.vetsurgerycentral.com/growth_plate.htm

Prevalence of spiral fractures in puppies:
http://www.animalmedcenter.com/faqs/category/management-of-
tibial-shaft-fractures

Sifferlin, A. 2013. Kids Who Exericse Are Less Likely to Have Fractures In 
Old Age, Time Healthland
http://healthland.time.com/2013/03/25/kids-who-exercise-are-less-
likely-to-have-fractures-in-old-age/

Borms, J. 1986. The Child and Exercise: An Overview. Journal of Sports 
Sciences, Spring;4(1):3-20.

Bright, J.M. 2001. The cardiovascular system.  In: Hoskins, J.D. (ed.), 
Veterinary Pediactrics: Dogs and Cats from Birth to Six Months,  3rd ed. 
Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders & Co., pp. 103-134

Stubbs, Salmeri and Bloomberg. 1995. Early neutering of the dog and 
cat by In: Bonagura (ed), Kirk’s Current Veterinary Therapy, XII, Philadel-
phia WB Saunders & Co., pp.1037-1040.
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Desert Empire Terrier Club of Southern California
January 7, 2016 
Judge: Geoff Corish
BOB: GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon
BOS: Wild West’s Roxy Music 
BW: Outback Red General Gee O’Rhana 
WD: Outback Red General Gee O’Rhana 
WB: Wild West’s Roxy Music 
BOBOH/AOM: GCH CH ABQ Isidro Christhill 
SEL Dog: GCH CH Blue Moon Boston Pops 
SEL Bitch: CH Cambridge Radiant Spirit 

Brace: 
1st and Group 2 
GCH CH Cristhill Morongo 
GCH CH Christhill Coachella

Desert Empire Terrier Club of Southern California
January 8, 2016 
Judge: Connie Clark
BOB: CH Redsky Come Fly With Me To Ryba
BOS:  CH Ryba’s A Bit Risque 
BW: Wild West’s Flora Dora 
WD: Wild West’s Big Bang Theory 
WB: Wild West’s Flora Dora 
AOM: GCH CH ABQ San Isidro Christhill 
BOBOH: CH Redsky Come Fly With Me To Ryba
SEL Dog: GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon 
SEL Bitch: CH Cambridge Radiant Spirit 

Kennel Club of Palm Springs
January 9, 2016 
Judge: Margo Klinger
BOB: GCH CH Blue Moon Boston Pops 
BOS: CH Cambridge Radiant Spirit 
BW: Wild West’s Roxy Music
WD: Wild West’s Big Bang Theory 
WB: Wild West’s Roxy Music
BOBOH: CH Cambridge Radiant Spirit 
SEL Dog: CH Redsky Come Fly With Me To Ryba
SEL Bitch: CH Ryba’s A Bit Risque 

Kennel Club of Palm Springs
January 10, 2016 
Judge: Claudia Seaberg
BOB: CH Redsky Come Fly With Me To Ryba
BOS:  CH Ryba’s A Bit Risque 
BW: Ryba’s Tuff Stuff 
WD: Ryba’s Tuff Stuff 
WB: Wild West’s Flora Dora 
SEL Dog: GCH CH Blue Moon Boston Pops
SEL Bitch: CH Cambridge Radiant Spirit

There were no Australian Terriers that qualified in the Obedience and 
Rally Trials on Thursday or Friday.

The CGC TEST consists of 10 skills needed by all well-mannered dogs. 
All of the exercises are done on a leash.

Test 1: Accepting a friendly stranger
The dog will allow a friendly stranger to approach it and speak to the 
handler in a natural, everyday situation.

Test 2: Sitting politely for petting
The dog will allow a friendly stranger to pet it while it is out with its 
handler.

Test 3: Appearance and grooming
The dog will welcome being groomed and examined and will permit 
someone, such as a veterinarian, groomer or friend of the owner, to do 
so.

Test 4: Out for a walk (walking on a loose lead)
The handler/dog team will take a short “walk” to show that the dog is 
in control while walking on a leash.

Test 5: Walking through a crowd
The dog and handler walk around and pass close to several people (at 
least three) to demonstrate that the dog can move about politely in 
pedestrian traffic and is under control in public places.

Test 6: Sit and down on command and Staying in place
The dog will respond to the handler’s commands to 1) sit, 2) down and 
will 3) remain in the place commanded by the handler (sit or down 
position, whichever the handler prefers).

Test 7: Coming when called
The dog will come when called by the handler. The handler will walk 
10 feet from the dog, turn to face the dog, and call the dog.

Test 8: Reaction to another dog
To demonstrate that the dog can behave politely around other dogs, 
two handlers and their dogs approach each other from a distance 
of about 20 feet, stop, shake hands and exchange pleasantries, and 
continue on for about 10 feet.

Test 9: Reaction to distraction
To demonstrate the dog is confident when faced with common dis-
tracting situations, the evaluator will select and present two distrac-
tions. Examples of distractions include dropping a chair, rolling a crate 
dolly past the dog, having a jogger run in front of the dog, or dropping 
a crutch or cane.

Test 10: Supervised separation
This test demonstrates that a dog can be left with a trusted person, if 
necessary, and will maintain training and good manners. Evaluators 
are encouraged to say something like, “Would you like me to watch 
your dog?” and then take hold of the dog’s leash. The owner will go 
out of sight for three minutes.
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With the advent of Facebook and other social media outlets, dog own-
ers are much more aware of the foods that are poisonous to dogs. We 
know we should not allow our dogs to have chocolate, coffee, caffeine, 
grapes or raisins.  We know that coconut, coconut oil and a variety of 
nuts (almonds, pecans and walnuts) containing high amount of oils 
and fats can lead to pancreatitis. We also know the horrors of what 
a little bit of the sweetener Xylitol can cause. But how many people 
know that Australian Terriers have developed Immune-Mediated 
Thrombocytopenia (IMT) while taking sulfa antibiotics prescribed by 
well educated and trusted veterinarians? 

Immune-mediated thrombocytopenia (IMT) is a very serious autoim-
mune disease through which a dog’s platelets, a blood component 
produced in bone marrow, are attacked by its own body as though 
they are a pathogenic bacteria or virus. Thrombocytopenia is the tech-
nical term for low platelet count. Platelets are critical to blood clotting 
when an event occurs that damages a blood vessel. Severe bruising 
or uncontrolled bleeding can occur when the body’s platelet count is 
depleted. Excessive bleeding and bruising can lead to anemia (a low 
red blood cell count), and death can result if it is left untreated.

To be fair, sulfa antibiotics were the first to be used systemically and 
paved the way for the antibiotic revolution. Sulfamethoxazole and 
Trimethoprim are both sulfa antibiotics commonly used to treat differ-
ent types of bacterial infections in the body such as urinary tract and 
ear infection (otitis) and bronchitis. It is also the drug of choice to cure 
and prevent reoccurrence of coccidia. Sulfa antibiotics are sold under 
the names: Bactrim Rx, Tribrissen Rx, Ditrim Rx, Sulfatrim Rx, SMZ-TMP, 
as well as other generic names. These drugs are inexpensive, have 
a broad spectrum of action and are commonly used by many dog 
breeds as well as by humans with no serious side affects. But this is 
NOT the case for Australian Terriers.

The symptoms first manifested by Australian Terriers diagnosed  
with IMT after the administration of Sulfa Antibiotics are insidious. 
Many years ago, one of my Aussies, Flame, became lethargic with a 
decreased appetite after only 2 days while being treated with a sulfa 
antibiotic. Luckily I discontinued the drug right away, and while his 
recovery was uncertain for several weeks, he pulled out of it, and he is 
still going strong at 13.5 years old. Several years ago one of our breed-
ers, Marilyn Harban, was not so lucky. She lost 3 of 7 dogs treated with 
the drug at the same time when a litter of puppies was treated for 
coccidia. One of her dogs experienced symptoms of polyarthritis dur-
ing the course of treatment. The second experienced loss of appetite 
and the third developed a cough during the final portion of 10 days 
of treatment. All three shortly thereafter showed signs of excessive 
bleeding and were diagnosed with IMT. Marilyn wrote an excellent 
article for The Talkabout, the Australian Terrier Club of America’s news-
letter, about her experiences, and her final recommendations were “Do 
not use any form of Sulfa drug and do not blanket treat all dogs in your 
home unless they show signs of illness”. I thought this advice was being 
heeded and passed on until I heard about a recent case of a young 
male Aussie having an adverse reaction while taking a sulfa antibiotic, 
thus this article. 

Besides Sulfa antibiotics, it has also been indicated that immune-
mediated diseases, including IMT, can be triggered or exacerbated by 
vaccines, particularly bactrins (vaccines against bacterial organisms, 
such as the leptospirosis and lyme vaccines). Therefore, extreme care 
should be used in the use of these vaccines as well as the use of Sulfa 
antibiotics on the Australian Terrier.

Editor Note: We are republishing the Sulfa article on page 47

AKC Gazette Column - by Grace Cartwright

    
 

About the AKC Breed Columns:
       The Breed columns are a time-honored feature of the AKC Gazette. Each columnist is appointed by a breed’s  national 
parent  club, which preserves the breed’s standard and helps to educate breeders, judges, and the public  about the breed’s 
history, function, and possible health issues. A national parent club is comprised of dedicated  breeders and fanciers, and it 
represents many years of collective experience in the breed. Columnists are asked  to write about topics of interest to the fancy 
in general as well as those of specific interest to judges and devotees of the breed.

Australian Terrier Column
February 2016 issue 

Beware of Sulfa Antibiotics (Sulfonamides) 
Written by: Grace Cartwright 
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In January of 2010, my 9-week-old litter of Australian Terrier puppies 
was diagnosed with coccidia.  They were treated with SMZ, a sulfa 
drug, which is one of the drugs of choice and commonly prescribed 
for bacterial infections.  The veterinarian recommended that all dogs 
in the household be treated for 10 days to cure and prevent reoccur-
rence of coccidia.  

None of the adult dogs showed any signs of coccidia.  The puppies 
bounced back and were fine within 2 days of the start of treatment.  
Four of the other 7 adult dogs came through the 10-day treat-
ment with seemingly no ill effects...HOWEVER...3 bitches developed 
Immune-Mediated Thrombocytopenia (IMT)...Immune Destruction of 
Blood Platelets as well as severe liver damage.   

Normal platelets should have been between 200,000 - 500,000.  The 
3 girls had platelets between 1100-1800.  Their liver enzymes were 
elevated to the extent that they didn’t register when tested. Their 
bone marrow was compromised and in one case ceased to function.  
The girls had several transfusions during the next few days; however, 
there was no significant increase in platelet count.  They were also 

supported in other ways with prednisone, 
Baytril, Amoxicillin, B-12 complex, nutritional 
supplements, etc.   Two of the girls were sis-
ters; the other girl unrelated.  (The common 
link among these girls was that their immune 
system had seen this drug before when they 
were treated about a year and a half ago with 
SMZ.)  At that time they experienced stom-
ach upset and were taken off the drug.  They 
appeared fine and had no other ill effects.)  

One of the girls died early Monday morning (2-22-10); one girl died 
Tuesday afternoon (2-23-10).  The third girl experienced liver failure 
with a poor prognosis and was transferred to a critical care facility 
under the care of Dr. Sallye Gregg where she was put in a hyper-
baric chamber for five consecutive days doing dives to one and half 
atmospheres for an hour and a half, used a magnetic belt, as well as 
supplemented with several nutritional supplements and antibiotics.  
The ascites she was experiencing prior to being transferred to this fa-
cility was completely reduced due to the treatment she received.  She 
recovered and returned home but lived with a severely damaged liver.  
She continued on her nutritional supplements and was continually 
tested to see that her blood platelets continued to build. Hopefully, 
during the next several months, her liver will start to regenerate.  

During the ten-day course of treatment, symptoms seen on all three 
of these girls could have easily been mistaken for many things.  The 
first to die, Cecily, experienced symptoms of polyarthritis during the 
course of treatment. On day 11, she developed bleeding in the gums 
that pooled along the folds 
in her mouth. Her post mor-
tem on day 15 indicated an 
extremely irritated colon 
and liver and she died after 
hours of vomiting blood 
that looked like coffee 
grounds.  Her pain was 
extreme. 

The second girl to die, Jem, had experi-
enced loss of appetite during the final 
days of treatment with SMZ.  This girl 
had always been a picky eater so stop-
ping eating wasn’t abnormal for her. By 
the time the last pill of SMZ was given 
on the tenth day, she was bleeding in 
the mouth. Within twelve hours, she was 
bleeding from the anus and vagina as 
well as the mouth. The transfusion and 
IV steroids she received quickly
stopped the bleeding.  By day 15, she started bleeding in the sinus
cavities and sneezing out droplets of blood as well as having a fever 
of almost 106.  She had no blood platelets as her bone marrow ceased 
to function.  The fever indicated she had developed an infection, 
probably in her blood.  She was euthanized on day 16.  She developed 
sepsis in the liver.  She was the mother of the puppies. 

The third girl, Holly, developed a cough and was taken in for treatment 
of the cough and receiving cough syrup.  Following extreme mea-
sures of treatment, Holly’s liver function returned to normal.  In July of 
2011, Holly was out playing in the sprinkler and climbed the stairway 
to come in.  She experienced ventricular fibrillation and died on the 
stairs.  This was diagnosed by post mortem.  

The occurrence of IMT has been indicated in one report to effect 
mainly female dogs with males tending to be less sensitive to the 
drug. I have a male who has been on SMZ for extended periods for 
treatment of bacterial infection in the testicles and prostate.  He 
remains unaffected.  

Symptoms of drug reaction or sensitivity.  Depression, lethargy, nau-
sea, swelling of throat (cough), vomiting, fever, anemia, bruising, acute 
inflammation of colon, leukopenia, irritation of kidneys and liver caus-
ing hepatitis.   Usually IMT is reversible if the medication is discontin-
ued; however, none of these dogs showed any side effect that alerted 
either the Vet or owner that serious drug sensitivity was taking place.  
Please take a look at the websites below for more information.  

www.veterinarypartner.com/Content.plx?P=A&A=1412&S=1 

www.veterinarypartner.com/Content. plx?P=A&A=617&S=1&EVetID=0

Sulfa/trimethoprim (Bactrim Rx, Tribrissen Rx, Ditrim Rx, Sulfatrim Rx, 
SMZ-TMP, other generic names) is an antibiotic that can cause serious 
medical afflictions in Dobermans, and Rottweilers and is implicated 
in immune mediated thrombocytopenia (IMT) in many dog breeds. 
Thrombocytes are the platelets in the blood, responsible for blood 
clotting. Thrombocytopenia is a decrease in the number of platelets. 
Obviously, if they get low enough there is a great risk to the pet. This 
antibiotic is widely prescribed.  It has a broad spectrum of action, it is 
inexpensive and most of the time it doesn’t cause problems. The ITP is 
said to be reversible if the medication is withdrawn if you can identify 
there is sensitivity to the drug. Sulfa drugs have also been linked with 
Auto Immune Hemolytic Anemia in dogs. 

My personal recommendation is:
DO NOT USE ANY FORM OF SULFA DRUG AND DO NOT BLANKET 
TREAT ALL YOUR DOGS IN YOUR HOME WITH ANY MEDICATIONS 
UNLESS THEY SHOW SIGNS OF ILLNESS.

Sulfa Drug Case Study
by Marilyn Harban
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CH Bluemoon N Mytime Poppin in Phoenix, CD, BN, RE 
earned his Companion Dog Excellent title 

on January 16th, 2016. 
Owned by Celeste Platte

AM CH CAN GCH Tidewalker’s Diamond Glory Glory 
winning BOB & Grp2  

Alberta Kennel Club show in January 
Judge Heather Langfeld.

HIT Brz GRCH Merrigang Wild n Crazy Guy EE5 MJ MX ME RN RATS CD 
Reggie wins Highest Scoring Dog in Obedience with a  

198.5 score in Novice B 
&  

finishes his Bronze Grand Championship the same weekend
Bred, owned and loved by Heather Rife

Aussie Brags
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Auseret Little Yellow Jacket UD RAE
Sting Won Open B and went High in Trial at an all 

Breed Trial on November 29, 2015
Won Open B and went High in Trial at the Terrier 

Association of Oregon Show/Trial
 on January 20, 2016

Owned by Jill Faulmann

CH Temora Keeping Stride UD GO GN
January 31st 2016  

Reggie in Open B  got 3rd place with 196.5++ 
In Utility B he got 2nd place which with that placement he  

received his 1st 3 OTCH points! 
These scores gave him the Highest Combined Award for the show!

2nd show, Open B 196. Utility B 195 & 4th place.
This weekend also gave him 2 more UDX legs & 60 more Obedience 

Master Points 
Owned by Cindy Burgess



Across The Pond by Brenda Brown

CRUFTS REGULATION AMENDED TO STOP TAIL AND LEAD LIFTS

With Crufts fast approaching and in the wake of all the furore follow-
ing last year’s Crufts regarding the handling of Ch McVan’s To Russia 
With Love, the BIS-winning Scottish Terrier bitch, The Kennel Club has 
announced a new amendment to the regulation covering the way 
dogs are to be handled from now on. 

In fact, not long after Crufts 2015 the rules and regulations in all show 
schedules had to be amended as a rule was added to cover the way 
dogs can and cannot be handled when being shown. I picked up on 
this extra rule and made sure it was highlighted in the catalogue at 
our Australian Terrier Club of Great Britain Ch show in late July 2015. 
Rule 14 states “Exhibitors must not pick up dogs by their tails and 
leads when lifting them. This is not acceptable. Exhibitors should note 
that such practice would constitute harsh handling and reports of 
such practice will be referred to the Committee under Kennel Club 
Show Regulations F11.” 

More recently the General Committee at The Kennel Club met and 
agreed to amend the rule even further.  

The following is the main headline article that was published in the 
22 January 2016 edition of Dog World which is one of our two weekly 
canine papers here in the UK. Our other weekly dog paper is Our Dogs. 

“Handlers who use the tail and lead to lift their bests of breed or group 
winners at Crufts will not be allowed to take part in the group or best 
in show and will have to be replaced.

Judges and stewards have been asked to monitor lifting methods and 
if necessary report people to group stewards.

The amendment to the Crufts regulation has been made by the 
Kennel Club following the furore surrounding the lifting of last year’s 
Crufts Best in Show, the multi-titled Scottish Terrier Ch McVan’s To 
Russia With Love (Knopa) owned by Marina Khenkina from Russia, who 
was handled by American Rebecca Cross, although she lifted Knopa 
by the neck and tail, not the lead.  

Ms Cross apologized afterwards and was officially warned by the KC 
subsequently. At the time the KC said: “It was made clear to the han-
dler at the show that it is not acceptable to pick up a dog in this way, 
and despite repeated requests not to do so she went ahead.

The handler is from the US where it is customary to pick up terriers in 
this way, but it has no place at Crufts and this is put in writing to all 
handlers before the show.”

“The General Committee agreed to make the alteration last week. 

Exhibitors must not pick up dogs by their tails and leads when lifting 
them a KC spokesman said. This is not acceptable. Exhibitors should 
note that such practice would constitute harsh handling and reports 
of such practice will be referred to the Committee under show regula-
tions F11.

If a dog winning best of breed has been handled as per the foregoing, 
the handler will not be permitted to handle the dog in the group and 
a replacement handler will be required for the dog to compete further. 
Similarly, if a dog is handled in this manner in the group an alternative 
handler will need to be appointed for best in show.

All judges will be made aware of the regulation and ring stewards 
will be briefed to monitor this and refer any concerns to the group 
stewards.”  

Basically what the amendment means is that if a dog is handled in the 
breed ring in this way that handler cannot handle the dog/bitch in 
the group so an alternative handler will be needed to handle that par-
ticular dog/bitch in the group and, similarly, if it happens in the group 
then a different handler will be required for Best in Show. 

It also falls in line with what happened at the European Show held in 
Norway last year where the handler of one of the exhibits that had 
won the Group was not allowed to take the dog in to the Best in Show 
ring; another handler had to be found to show the dog in BIS.

I know there are very many people who believe the win should be 
taken away from the dog but, to be honest, I don’t agree with this 
point of view.  After all - whatever your views are on this style of han-
dling - the dog itself has done nothing wrong. Having said this, history 
tells us that dogs do lose awards when the dogs have done nothing 
wrong – their owners were the ones who made the mistakes.  

I know the wording used in this amendment clearly states “lifted by 
the lead and tail” but it must be said that last year’s BIS-winning Scottie 
was not, in fact, lifted in this way. She was not “lifted by the lead.”

The other thing that immediately occurred to me when I learned 
about this amendment is that, at least for the time being, it applies 
only to Crufts Dog Show. It does not apply to any other show but there 
again……….you never know when that might change! 
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There’s one good thing about snow, 
it makes your lawn look as nice as your neighbor’s

-Clyde Moore



Is Your Dog a Champion Earthdog?
Is there any way you can practice at home?
It’s quarry driven, so the dog really does need to have access to caged 
quarry. But at home you can build a little tunnel out of cardboard, or 
use chimney flews, and tease the dog through with a toy or a treat, 
just to get him used to being in a tight space. Normally, small terriers 
and Dachshunds don’t mind 
tight spaces – that’s bred 
into them. But if they’ve 
never had the experience, 
it’s a fun game to play. Many 
people do it with small 
puppies. The puppies enjoy 
having a new play surface 
and new activity, and it 
gets them used to being in 
that confined space.   OK, 
I’ve got an energetic little 
terrier. I’m looking for an 
activity we can do together. 
Earthdog sounds perfect. 

What’s the first step?
Look for a club that offers earthdog tests in your area. Most clubs have 
websites, and www.akc.org has the clubs listed, and then contact the 
club. The earthdog specialists in the club should know what’s going 
on in the sport in your area. If the club offers an opportunity to prac-
tice before the event, all well and good. If not, no problem. Just go to 
the event with your dog and enter him in the Introduction to Quarry 
class. No prior experience is necessary. See what happens, and have 
patience. Most times your earthdog will eventually find the instinct 
within. 

Do I need to buy special equipment?
Just a flat collar for your dog and perhaps a folding chair for your-
self, where you can sit while you and your dog wait for your turn. 
And that’s the time when you’re meeting other people and their 
dogs. All kinds of people do this, so it’s a great way to meet people 
you wouldn’t ordinarily get to know.  Eligible Breeds Dogs of these 
breeds, over 6 months old, are eligible to participate in AKC Earthdog 
tests: Dachshunds, Miniature Schnauzers, and Australian, Bedlington, 
Border, Cairn, Cesky, Dandie Dinmont, Glen of Imaal, Lakeland, Man-
chester, Miniature Bull, Norfolk, Norwich, Parson Russell, Rat, Russell, 
Scottish, Sealyham, Silky, Skye, Smooth Fox, Welsh, West Highland 
White, and Wire Fox terriers. 

Reprinted with Permission 2016 
www.akc.org

Earthdog breeds - Dachshunds and 
small terriers - were bred to find and 
drive away predators invading the 
grain stores of farmers. Earthdog trials 
put these breeds to the test. Jo Ann 
Frier-Murza, who runs the Village Green 
Farm Earthdog Center in Crosswicks, 
N.J., is an AKC Lifetime Achievement 
Award winner and author of the defini-
tive book on her sport, “Earthdog Ins 
& Outs.” Here she answers some of the 
most asked questions about the sport.   
How do earthdog trials replicate the 
historical function of these breeds? It 
simulates the dog going underground 
after a small wild animal, but of course 

we don’t use wild animals. The tunnels are adapted to our modern-day 
dogs, so it’s 100 percent safe for dog and quarry.

We’re talking about earthen tunnels dug by the club staging 
the event? 
Yes, a tunnel is dug underground, just below the surface. It’s lined 
with wood on the two sides and the top, nine inches square, and at 
the end there’s the quarry -- usually two pet rats. The rats are caged, 
so no harm comes to them. For beginner dogs, the tunnel is only 10 
feet long and has one turn. At higher levels of the sport the tunnels 
are longer, with 
more turns. At the 
advanced levels 
they have side tun-
nels that lead to a 
dead end or back 
to the surface, so 
the dogs must 
make decisions as 
they make their 
way toward the 
quarry. 

Is this something that can be trained?
It’s an instinct-based activity, judged on a pass/fail basis. When a dog’s 
underground, he must figure things out for himself. Because they were 
bred to work without help from people, among the characteristics 
of terriers and Dachshunds are independence and problem-solving. 
In earthdog, we try to build on those instinctual skills with ones he’s 
learned from experience. You can say this is subtly a training situa-
tion, because you’re exposing him to experiences that will lead to 
the desired result: a qualifying score in an earthdog test.  Does a pet 

terrier these days still have that instinct? They 
do, but a dog’s instincts need to break free 
from his role at home. At home we always tell 
them, “Don’t dig, don’t bark.” When they come 
to earthdog, it’s OK to dig and bark. But they 
have inhibitions we’ve put into them in their 
daily life. And allowing them to follow those 
instincts, finally, in earthdog often makes it 
easier for them to live within the rules at home. 
It gives them an outlet for these instincts they 
were discouraged from using.

by Bud Boccone
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AKC Online Stats*

AKC Top Dogs   

                                                                                                                                

GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon 
GCH CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo
GCH CH Christhill General Dwight David
GCH CH Dunham Lake Unanimous Decision
GCH CH Wild West’s Happy At The Plaza
GCH CH Redsky Come Fly With Me To Ryba
GCH CH Arista Redskys Love Is All There Is CGC
GCH CH Blue Moon Boston Pops
GCH CH Outbackred’s Advent Star
GCH CH Roachan’s Cocktail Party
GCH CH Melukylan Ursa Major

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Conformation Breed Totals (Top 10)

                    Jan 1, 2015 to Dec 31, 2015

Conformation All-Breed Totals (Top 10)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon
GCH CH Dunham Lake Unanimous Decision
GCH CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo
GCH CH Christhill General Dwight David
GCH CH Benayr Nick Of Time 
GCH CH Arista Redskys Love Is All There Is CGC
GCH CH Outbackred’s Advent Star
GCH CH Wild West’s Mac Attack 
GCH CH Marble Arch The Corner Man 
GCH CH Roachan’s Cocktail Party

Conformation Owner/Handler  - NOHS (Top 10)
-Starting from October 8, 2015 up to December 31,  2015

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

GCH CH Dunham Lake Unanimous Decision
GCH CH Dunham Lake You Might Be Surprised  
                  The Farm s First Start At Toga  
                  Bluquo s Night To Remember
GCH CH Benayr Nick Of Time 
GCH CH Christhill Morongo 
          CH Tapa Thanksgivings Grace 
GCH CH Samabel Diamonds And Rust 
                  Roachan s Gran Torino 
          CH Tekoah & Wagddog Comin Round Again

Agility MACH Competition** (Top 5) 

1
2
3
4

MACH4 Merrigang Benjamin Matlock MXC MJB2 
ABQ Kacy Christhill MX MXB MXJ MJS OF 
CH Banjopats Coppertone Girl RN AX AXJ CA CGC

 

**Sorted by the Score (Double Q’s X 10) + MACH points
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AKC New Titles
 This is a listing of New Titles 

This listing is for October 2015 to December 2015 ATCA ‘Owner’ Members only

October 2015

CHAMPION
CH Marble Arch Just Give Me A Reason
Breeder: Sandra Weigle
Owner: Patricia Zupan & Sandra WEigle
CH Roachan’s Joyful Celebration
Breeder: Ann Raoche & Gayle Roache
Owner: Ann Roache & Gayle Roache
GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Redhawk Live The Legend
Breeder: Eva Cmpbell
Owner: Eva Campbell
BEGINNER NOVICE
CH Dreamtime Razzle Dazzle BN RA CGC
Breeder: Marilyn Harban
Owner: Marilyn Harban
UTILITY DOG
Auseret Little Yeloow Jacket UD RAE
Breeder:  Teresa Cleland
Owner: Jill Faulmann 
NOVICE BARN HUNT
CH Araluen’s Catch A Sunbeam RATN
Breeder: Cheryl Mechalke & Jim Mechalke
Owner: Angie Cross Bly
OPEN BARN HUNT
CH Redhawk Back To The Future RATO
Breeder: Eva Campbell
Owner: Angir Cross Bly 
SENIOR BARN HUNT
CH Tatong’s Kaptajn Kaos RATS
Breeder: Jill Grenaae
Owner: Angir Cross Bly 
DOCK JUNIOR
CH Araluen’s Catch A Sunbeam RATN DJ
Breeder: Cheryl Mechalke & Jim Mechalke
Owner: Angie Cross Bly
ENDURANCE EARTHDOG 5
GCH CH Merrigangs Wild N Crazy Guy CD RN MX MXJ ME EE5
Breeder: Heather Rife & Susan Holsinger
Owner: Heather Rife
ENDURANCE EARTHDOG 6
GCH CH Merrigangs Wild N Crazy Guy CD RN MX MXJ ME EE6
Breeder: Heather Rife & Susan Holsinger
Owner: Heather Rife
CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
Redsky Princess Ruby The First CGC
Breeder: Elaine Strid
Owner: Ellen Chaput & Elaine Strid
RALLY EXCELLENT
CH Dreamtime Razzle Dazzle BN RE CGC
Breeder: Marilyn Harban
Owner: Marilyn Harban 
RALLY NOVICE 
CH Benways Momma Mia RN
Breeder: Phillip Benway
Owner: Elaine Strid

November 2015

CHAMPION
CH Redsky Cooper Moon
Breeder: Elaine Strid
Owner: Elaine Strid
CH Redsky Total Eclipse
Breeder: Elaine Strid
Owner: Elaine Strid 
CH Rock Village Listen To Your Heart
Breeder: Lisa Violette
Owner: Gerard Walsh
GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Samabel Diamnds And Rust
Breeder: Alexa Samarotto & Claudia Coleman
Owner: Alexa Samarotto & Claudia Coleman
RALLY NOVICE
CH Ryba’s The Diamond Merchant RN
Breeder: Sue Bachman & Teresa Schreeder
Owner: Sue Bachman & Teresa Schreeder & Michael Langham 
Temora Where The Magic Lives
Breeder: Julie Seaton
Owner: Carole Larsen 
NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED
CH Tera’K’s Too Hot To Trott BN RA NAP NJP
Breeder:  Darlene Evans & Thalia Rott & Sue Bachman
Owner: Thaila Rott 

December 2015

GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Wild West’s Mac Attack
Breeder: Eve Steel & Marjo Ahola
Owner: Eve Steele & David Burnham
THERAPY DOG
Greyrock Glory Bee THD CGC
Breeder: Barbera Curtis & Kim Occhiuti
Owner: Eileen Wittfelt 
THERAPY DOG ADVANCED
Wismiss Rhythm N Blues Brother THDA CGC
Breeder:  C Sazama & IE Weinstock & K Bryan & A Wright
Owner: Eileen Wittfelt & K Bryan & C Sazama 
ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
CH Banjopats Coppertone Girl RN AX AXJ CA CGCA
Breeder:  Diane Cahill & Kevin Cahill
Owner: Diane Cahill & Kevin Cahill 
RALLY NOVICE
CH Dreamtime’s Boy Toy RN CGC
Breeder: Marilyn Harban
Owner: Sherrill Yates & Marilyn Harban 
DISTINGUISHED THERAPY DOG
Wismiss August Moon Rose BN RA THDD CGC
Breeder:  C Sazama & IE Weinstock & K Bryan & A Wright
Owner: Eileen Wittfelt  
EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER
CH Roachan’s Rockin’ Block Party RN OA AXJ
Breeder:  Ann Roache & Gayle Roache
Owner: Nancy Tibbett 
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Email	  Grace	  at	  firewalkeraussies@gmail.com	  	  
right	  away	  (GOING	  FAST)!	  

Send	  your	  photo	  in	  for	  the	  2017	  Calendar	  COVER	  CONTEST!	  

Send	  your	  entries	  to	  Grace	  at	  firewalkeraussies@gmail.com	  (Contest	  closes	  July	  30,	  2016)	  	  
Photo	  size	  should	  be	  at	  least	  1	  Mb	  (do	  not	  reduce	  for	  email	  transmission).	  

	  2017	  Calendar	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ___________copies	  X	  	  $_______	  	  =	  $_______________	  
	  Reserved	  Calendar	  page	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ___________Page	  	  	  	  X	  	  $	  	  50	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  $	  _______________	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  TOTAL	  =	  $	  _______________	  

Send	  payment	  and	  your	  mailing	  address	  to:	  
Grace	  Massey,	  4343	  Mallard	  Dr,	  Gloucester,	  VA	  23061	  

Make	  checks	  out	  to	  ATCA	  with	  the	  notaLon,	  2017	  Calendar	  
	  

OR	  –	  Purchase	  through	  the	  Australian	  Terrier	  Store	  at	  	  	  www.australianterrier.org	  
OR	  –	  Use	  your	  Paypal	  account	  and	  send	  correct	  amount	  to	  atcastorekeeper@yahoo.com	  

	  

★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  

Calendars	  expected	  to	  be	  shipped	  in	  November	  

ALL	  PRICES	  INCLUDE	  SHIPPING	  AND	  HANDLING	  
	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  US	  &	  Canada 	   	  All	  Other	  Countries	  

1	  Calendar 	   	  $18.00 	   	   	  $23.00	  
2	  Calendars 	   	  $35.00 	   	   	  $40.00	  
3	  Calendars 	   	  $51.75 	   	   	  $56.75	  
4	  Calendars 	   	  $68.00 	   	   	  $73.00	  Save	  $1	  each	  

PRE_ORDER	  -‐-‐-‐	  same	  prices	  as	  2016	  Calendar!!	  

2017	  CALENDAR	  

CALENDAR	  COVER	  CONTEST	  

Send	  me	  your	  Aussies	  in	  ac_on	  
Or	  just	  looking	  beau_ful!	  

	  
Contest	  open	  to	  EVERYONE!	  

	  

Monthly	  pages	  open	  to	  	  
Members	  only.	  

Reserve	  yours	  now.	  

(2016	  Winner)	  
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